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Abstract 

 

Casting Disability in Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA):  

A Look at Inclusive Casting Through the Eyes of Institutions, 

Performers, and Young Audiences 

 

 

 

 

Talleri Anne McRae, MFA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010 

 

Supervisor:  Suzan L. Zeder 
 
 
When directors in professional Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA) practice inclusive 

casting, or, in other words, cast an actor with a disability in a role that is not written with 

a disability, several provocative questions emerge: What are the social implications of 

inclusive casting? How might stories on stage change due to inclusive casting? What 

does inclusive casting mean for professional TYA companies and directors? How might 

performers with disabilities examine their personal and professional relationship to 

disability when participating in inclusive casting? How might a young audience’s 

perspective change when inclusive casting is implemented? This thesis examines these 

questions through interviews with directors, performers, and young audience members.
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Chapter One: Introduction 

WHY DISABILITY? WHY TYA? 

The inspiration for this thesis came from a conversation I never heard. As an 

undergraduate acting student, I played Scout in Northwestern University’s 1999 

production of To Kill A Mockingbird, and my friend Elliot attended the closing 

performance. As he exited the lobby, he overheard two young women discussing my 

portrayal of the main character. “Wow,” one of them commented to the other, “that girl 

played Scout’s disability really well.” My young critic was not directly commenting on 

difference in society, and yet she was encountering disability through the character of 

Scout Finch, who, in this particular production, happened to share my uneven gait. 

Casting me, an actor with an apparent disability, as the nondisabled character of Scout 

not only opened a space for dialogue among audience members about disability, but it 

also effected the artistic team of the production. This “inclusive” casting choice allowed 

the director and designers to consider how they created the world of the play, and gave 

me the chance to embody an empowered young character.  

When my friend Elliot told me about the audience commentary he overheard, I 

was full of questions that reached beyond my role in the production: How do stories on 

stage change when directors practice inclusive casting, and cast an actor with a disability 

in a role that is not written as disabled? What does inclusive casting mean for 

professional Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA) in particular? How do performers with 
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disabilities examine their personal and professional relationship to disability when 

participating in inclusive casting? How does an audience’s perspective change when 

inclusive casting is implemented? These questions formed the basis of my academic 

interest in inclusive casting practices in TYA. Throughout my graduate studies of theatre 

and disability, I have come to believe that casting actors with disabilities in roles that are 

not designated as “disabled” holds enormous potential to shift, subvert, and re-assign 

power relationships on stage and in society. 

Inclusive casting has tangible benefits for producers, directors, and performers, 

whether they are producing theatre for young people or for adults. Yet the majority of 

theatres in the United States rarely employ professional actors with disabilities. In fact, 

many theatres struggle to find professional actors with disabilities to portray characters 

written with disabilities, much less hire actors with disabilities to play traditionally 

nondisabled roles. Why is inclusive casting not implemented more often in professional 

theatre today? How do the casting practices of professional theatres challenge multiple 

stakeholders to consider how difference, power, and disability intertwine? How are these 

considerations different when producing work specifically intended for young people? 

While current practices of professional Theatre for Young Audiences have much 

in common with regional theatres across the country, TYA is a distinct field that is 

focused on a specific audience— young people. In my view, it is TYA’s focus on youth 

that makes it an ideal setting for inclusive casting practices— for example, best practices 

in TYA often encourage the building of non-realistic, fantastical worlds and provide 
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educational opportunities for discussion. Through inclusive casting, young audience 

members have the chance to explore disability artistically, educationally, and socially. 

This thesis examines inclusive casting within TYA from three perspectives: 

institutions and directors who engage in inclusive casting, individual performers with 

disabilities who are regularly cast in nondisabled roles, and young audience members 

who witness inclusive casting in production. Inclusive casting as a concept and practice 

carries significant implications for theatres, young people, and our society as a whole. It 

should be comprehended and implemented with care. 

 

CONSTRUCTIONS OF DISABILITY 

Though disability is often easy to recognize, it is not always easy to define. Many 

interest groups, like theorists, social workers, and everyday citizens, construct disability 

using several models of meaning or understanding. The general public often defines 

disability in medical, psychological, and physiological terms, viewing disability as a 

physical or mental impairment that prevents an individual from functioning in the same 

way as a person who does not have the same limitation. This medical lens defines people 

by their deficits and locates disability within individuals. This understanding closely 

aligns with a remediation model of disability, which assumes that treatments and services 

like special education or physical therapy can correct or modify a disability. While there 

are several benefits to remediation, this view narrows the disability experience to 

something that needs to be “fixed” as the individual strives for an approximation of 

“normal.” Medical/remediation views of disability are the most common and consciously 
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acknowledged. A more unconscious perspective of disability plays on attitudes of pity. 

Though a lens of pity, people perceive disability as a catastrophic or even pathetic state of 

being which renders the person with the disability dependent, child-like, and incapable of 

self-care (Albrecht 125).  

According to the medical model of disability, I am a person with mild to moderate 

cerebral palsy (CP) with a limited range of motion in my muscles, which affects my 

mobility and balance. My CP cannot be “cured.” Over the years, several kinds of 

remediation have been employed, including multiple surgeries to lengthen my leg 

muscles and physical therapy in order to improve my functional ability to move. An 

assumption of what motivates my remediation activities might be that I am looking for 

“improvement,” that I strive to achieve a “normal”  range of motion. Most of the time, 

that assumption is correct. Therapy has been a positive experience that improves my 

quality of life. Yet from a perspective grounded in pity, another underlying assumption of 

disability might be that my CP keeps me from taking on typical adult duties, such as 

parenthood, living by myself, or having romantic relationships. Furthermore, a “pitiful” 

point of view makes the assumption that my disability causes me to be over-dependent on 

others, and socially isolated.  

Another way of viewing disability is from a social perspective. The social model 

of disability locates disability not within the physical problems of an individual, but 

between the social, political, and environmental aspects of the person’s life. It focuses on 

elements outside of the individual, on the environmental limitations that create problems 

for individuals. In his seminal essay “Constructing Normalcy,” written in 1995, disability 
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theorist Lennard J. Davis distinguishes between impairment, a physical difference, and 

disability, the resulting social exclusion or isolation (Davis, L. 2232). In Davis’ construct, 

the physical reality of my own limited range of motion would not be considered a 

disability, but an impairment. In this view, my status as an individual with a disability 

comes from the assumptions of normalcy in a nondisabled society that leads to social 

exclusion.  

In Davis’s view, the campus of the University of Texas at Austin partially causes 

my disability because much of the campus was built with the assumption that all people 

can use stairs with ease. As a result of my inability to navigate the university’s unrailed 

staircases unassisted, I might be excluded from certain activities available to more agile 

stair-climbers. However, without such barriers, my participation and inclusion on campus 

would be as “normal” as any other student. This environmental segregation lays the 

foundation for a social construction of disability: an idea that disability is not an internal, 

individual problem, but rather an external attitude unconsciously perpetuated by society’s 

assumptions of normalcy. 

Modern Disability Studies scholars embrace Davis’ social construction of 

disability, and link it to other forms of critical theory such as Feminism, Critical Race 

Theory, Anarchism, and Marxism, all of which challenge and subvert the dominant 

authoritarian paradigms in schooling and society (Nocella 82). The Disability Rights 

Movement (DRM) parallels the Women’s Rights Movement and the Civil Rights 

Movement, which have historically challenged the dominant cultural perceptions of 

society. Disability Studies aims to break down the dichotomy of abled/disabled, 
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normal/abnormal, offering instead a socially acceptable continuum that encompasses 

people of all abilities (Davis, L. 2399).  

Paradoxically, modern Disability Studies calls for society to question 

conventional understandings of “normal,” while the concept of disability as an 

underrepresented, minority status depends on a distinction between “normal” people 

without disabilities, and people who at least partially identify as having a disability 

through either medical or social terms.  Thus, there is a tension between deconstructing 

the social ideas of “normal” that marginalize people with disabilities, and asserting a 

separate “abnormal” status in order to remedy losses of rights (ibid). This tension is 

fundamental to both the field of Disability Studies and the contemporary Disability 

Rights Movement, and can often seem contradictory or circular in nature.  

REPRESENTING DISABILITY 

Within dramatic literature, many playwrights have used apparent disabilities as 

external metaphors for internal shortcomings or character flaws. According to disability 

theorists, this understanding of disability pre-dates the more contemporary medical 

perspective, and is referred to as a “moral” model of disability. Under a moralistic 

construction of disability, an undesirable physical attribute usually connotes either evil or 

a punishment for sin. On the contrary, an ennobling difference designates beatitude, a 

blessing from the gods (Lewis, “Dramaturgy” 1). Shakespeare’s Richard III is a classic 

example of this perception, what theatre and disability scholar Victoria Lewis calls the 

“twisted body, twisted mind” approach. Richard III is physically deformed and his 
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external state represents his inner turmoil. On stage, disability is most often a single, 

dominant character trait. For example, Tiny Tim in Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol, 

is a classic archetype of disability because he can do no wrong. The only thing the 

audience knows about him is that he has a disability. His crutch embodies child-like 

innocence, and invokes pity from the audience (ibid).  

Playwrights who juxtapose disability with an extremely negative or, for that 

matter, an extremely positive, character attribute oversimplify the complex experience of 

disability. When characters with disabilities are rendered in broad strokes, and many 

playwrights only address what makes them physically unique, the representation often 

relies on existing cultural assumptions to fill in the missing details (Thompson 11). In 

other words, audience members will generally make sense of a disability by using their 

own existing assumptions of what disability means in society today. 

 Traditional theatre locates disability as an individual character trait, and more 

often than not, the trait is a negative one.  Table 1.1 depicts my synthesis of six major 

assumptions made by traditional representations of disability, outlined by disability and 

feminist scholar Susan Wendell. These assumptions, whether intentional or unintentional, 

have been echoed in portrayals of disability on stage. Historically, portrayals of people 

with disabilities depict individuals 1) getting what they deserve 2) allowing their 

disability to effect their entire life 3) being considered heroic or courageous 4) regarding 

their disability as negative 5) striving to be “fixed” or, 6) seeking charity and pity. While 

aspects of disability certainly include many of these experiences, defining a character by 

his or her “struggle” with disability often misrepresents the personal and social realities 
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of disability (Wendell 26). 

Table 1.1: Traditional Representations of Disabilities (from Susan Wendell’s The 
Rejected Body. Examples from dramatic literature are my own.) 

 
Traditional Representation  Example 
The character is responsible for his/her 
disability and “got” what he/she deserved. 
(Most closely aligned with the moral 
model.) 

Shakespeare’s classic character Richard 
III’s manifests outer disfigurements to 
signify his inner turmoil. 

The character’s disability is global, 
affecting all aspects of a character’s life. 

Laura in Tennessee William’s The Glass 
Menagerie is painfully shy and insecure 
because of her slight limp. 

The character’s everyday accomplishments 
are extraordinary, courageous or heroic.  

In Linda Doroughty’s Bless Cricket, 
Tommy Tune and Crest Toothpaste, the 
character of Tommy is applauded for the 
slightest accomplishment. 

The character’s disability is automatically 
emotionally taxing, a negative, isolating 
part of his/her life. 

Brian Kral’s 1981 play, Special Class, 
offers a realistic view of a special 
education classroom. Almost all of the 
“problems” brought up in the play relate to 
the character’s disabilities. 

The character is striving to be “fixed,” to 
achieve a state of “normalcy.” 

Heidi ends with Clara, Heidi’s friend who 
uses a wheelchair, finding enough strength 
to walk after living in the mountains. 

The character is seeking help in the form of 
charity and pity rather than the form of 
human rights and respect. 

Tiny Tim in Dickens’ A Christmas Carol is 
the epitome of helplessness. His use of a 
crutch symbolizes innocence and evokes 
pity. 

 

Representations of disability changed on stage when the Disability Rights 

Movement (DRM) gained momentum in the 1980s and 1990s. Artists with disabilities 

began to collectively challenge stereotypical presentations of disability. Although the 

passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in 1990 was met in the 

professional theatre communities with varying degrees of enthusiasm (Lewis, “Secret 

Communities” 1), it was during that time that playwrights and performers with 
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disabilities began to shift the traditional metaphorical/moral view of disability that 

dominated American stages. Disability scholar Carrie Sandahl observes that artists began 

producing plays that presented several dramaturgical strategies to combat the prevalent 

nondisabled and moralistic perceptions of disability:  

While the traditional “overcoming” narrative relies on simplistic metaphors about 
the similarity between coping with disability and coping with other life hardships, 
new [post-DRM] disability theatre provides audiences with the opportunity to 
make identifications across difference among the plays’ characters… 
Contemporary playwrights have not been able to completely reject the use of 
disability as a metaphor on stage. However, they tend to create fresh metaphors 
that are more closely aligned with the lived reality of disability experiences. 
(Sandahl 227) 
 

 New disability theatre most often overturns traditional assumptions and requires that 

audiences make new meaning of the disability experience.  

Aligned with the social construction of disability, post-DRM theatre relocates 

disability from an internal, individual character trait to an external, societal force. Table 

1.2 summarizes four major strategies articulated by Victoria Ann Lewis that combat, 

complicate, and update traditional representations of disability that have followed the 

DRM. These strategies shift the inherent nondisabled point of view present in traditional 

dramatic literature by generating new text. Playwrights with disabilities have complicated 

characters with disabilities by: 1) presenting realistic characters that directly confront 

social prejudice 2) giving characters multiple minority status 3) offering multiple 

characters with disabilities and 4) using humor to make the disability experience 

accessible to audiences of all abilities. By changing the kinds of plays and characters that 

represent disability, modern playwrights are changing the way audience members 
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understand the experience of disability (Lewis, “Dramaturgy” 3-7). 

 

Table 1.2—Re-presented Characters with Disabilities in Dramatic Literature (from 
Victoria Ann Lewis’s 1998 article The Dramaturgy of Disability. Examples are both hers 
and my own.)  

Post DRM Representation  Example 
Characters show the realities of disability, 
authenticate the voices of disabled 
characters, and directly confront societal 
prejudice. 

The 1979 play The Elephant Man by 
Bernard Pomerance tells the story of 
sideshow performer Joseph Merrick, and 
highlights the social exploitation of the 
physically different (Lewis). 

Multiple characters have minority status. 
Thus, audience members question the 
assumptions with which they approach the 
disability, alongside other underrepresented 
groups. 

In Suzan Zeder’s play for young audiences, 
Mother Hicks, Tuc, a Deaf young man, 
joins an orphan girl and a woman believed 
to be a witch by her community.  

Multiple characters have disabilities. The 
disability is not a single character trait. 
Disability is good and bad, weak and 
powerful. 

In Kaite O’Reilley’s Peeling, the 
protagonists with disabilities have good 
qualities and bad qualities, as well as 
conflicting points of view. 

Plays use humor to make disability 
accessible and understandable to people 
without disabilities.  

Storyteller Kevin Kling tells honest and 
humorous stories about growing up in 
Minnesota with a disability on National 
Public Radio. 

CASTING DISABILITY AND INCLUSIVE CASTING 

In addition to deepening and sophisticating the number of disabled characters 

within contemporary dramatic literature, artists with disabilities have also raised 

awareness of the inequitable casting practices involved in representing disability. Thirty 

years ago, rehearsal rooms in professional theatres were almost exclusively populated by 

nondisabled actors, playing characters with and without disabilities. In 1986, the Non-

Traditional Casting Project (NTCP) formed to encourage artists with disabilities and 

other disenfranchised artists to ask for equal-opportunity artistic employment. NTCP’s 
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first public symposium, documented in the book Beyond Tradition defined non-

traditional casting as “the casting of ethnic, female, or disabled actors in roles where race, 

ethnicity, gender or physical capability are not necessary to the characters’ or the play’s 

development” (Davis, C. Introduction) The NTCP goes on to specify several sub-

categories of non-traditional casting:  

1) Societal casting— actors cast in roles that they play in society as a whole.  
2) Cross-cultural casting— the world of the play is set in another culture.  
3) “Blind” casting—actors cast without regard to race, gender or physical ability.  
4) Conceptual casting—an actor representing a disenfranchised group is cast in a 

role to give it greater resonance. (ibid) 
 

According to the NTCP, societal casting would occur if a director casts an actor who uses 

a wheelchair as a character who uses a wheelchair. Cross-cultural casting would be 

employed if a director set the entirety of Romeo and Juliet in the townships of South 

Africa during apartheid. “Blind” casting is often referred to as “casting the best actor for 

each role” (ibid). Finally, conceptual casting could include casting actors with disabilities 

in nondisabled roles as part of an overall production concept.  

For example, if I were to apply these definitions to the choice to cast me, an actor 

with a disability, as Scout in To Kill a Mockingbird in 1999, it could be considered 

“blind” casting. Throughout the rehearsal process, I was told I was simply the “best” 

actor for the role. I believe that the same choice could also be considered conceptual 

casting because the presence of my disability had the potential to underscore the themes 

of difference that already existed in the story between the African-American and white 

characters. 

The NTCP’s first forum in 1986 attempted to include the voices of several 
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disenfranchised groups—a herculean task. Unfortunately, many times, the voices of 

performers with disabilities were unintentionally drowned out by the voices of 

performers of color. Even today, the majority of theatre practitioners commonly equate 

“non-traditional casting” with notions of race on stage. Furthermore, non-traditional 

casting is most often equated with the practice of colorblind casting. In the 1980s, there 

were only a handful of productions in which performers with disabilities played 

informed, empowered characters with disabilities, and fewer still where artists with 

disabilities were cast in nondisabled roles. 

One such exception was when Mark Medoff premiered his play, Children of a 

Lesser God, in 1980. He insisted that a Deaf actor play the central role or he would not 

grant the performance rights (Medoff xi). Similarly, playwright Suzan Zeder wrote a 

groundbreaking play for young audiences, Mother Hicks, in 1986. Mother Hicks follows 

an orphan girl, a deaf young man, and an ostracized woman from a small Midwestern 

town as they come together and form their own community. From the play’s first 

publication, Zeder strongly encouraged directors to cast the role of Tuc, the deaf narrator 

of the play, with a deaf performer (Zeder 355). While the Deaf community and Deaf 

theatre practices are in many ways distinct from the disability community, writers like 

Zeder and Medoff continue to inspire many producers and casting directors today. Their 

leadership paves the way for playwrights, be they disabled or nondisabled, to demand 

that at the very least, directors consider casting professional artists with disabilities in 

disabled roles.  

The NTCP’s modern successor, the Alliance for Inclusion in the Arts, alongside 
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theatre and disability scholars, continues to advocate for the ethical casting of 

professional actors with disabilities in disabled roles. More and more, casting a 

nondisabled actor in a disabled role is seen as parallel to the discarded and disrespectful 

practices of blackface in casting race. All the while, disability and theatre theorists like 

Victoria Lewis and Carrie Sandahl champion for continued change in the theatrical 

representation of people with disabilities. They call for playwrights with disabilities to 

render more complex and informed characters with disabilities, for directors to cast actors 

with disabilities, and for actors to form ensembles with other artists with disabilities in 

order to authenticate, legitimize, and empower the voices of people with disabilities in 

professional theatre. 

However, disability theorists have not widely addressed the implications of 

casting professional actors with disabilities in nondisabled roles as a strategy to promote 

disability rights and respectful representation. Disability scholar Carrie Sandahl observes:  

Rarely is an actor of color, a woman, or a disabled person cast against type to play 
a character from a more dominant social position. Actors from marginalized 
groups must battle on two fronts, then: to be cast in roles that resemble their own 
identities and to be cast in roles that do not. (Sandahl 236) 
 

Sandahl believes that actors with disabilities are routinely passed over for traditionally 

nondisabled roles because directors assume that audiences will be confused if an apparent 

disability is not explained by the text. Since audiences read disability as a metaphor, or 

meaning-maker, within a play, if the script does not explain the disability, then the actor’s 

impairment will be a supposed distraction to the story being told, or will create meanings 

unintended by the playwright or the director (ibid).  
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While casting an actor with a disability in a nondisabled role is not common 

practice, I do not believe inclusive casting is automatically confusing to audiences or 

disempowering to actors with disabilities. On the contrary, it has the potential to make 

intentional meaning. In fact, I believe that if it is implemented thoughtfully, inclusive 

casting has the potential to heighten the agency of an actor with a disability. The actor is 

imbued with both the character’s nondisabled, majority status as well as his/her own lived 

experience of disability. Inclusive casting can range anywhere between NTCP’s 

definitions of “blind” casting and conceptual casting. Within inclusive casting, 

representing disability no longer limits itself to its traditional symbolic representation, nor 

does it rely on a more contemporary understanding of disability, because playwrights 

have not employed disability as an intentional signifier.  

Through inclusive casting, disability can become a somewhat coincidental 

signifier and can leave a large burden of interpretation on an audience. Pairing inclusive 

casting with an existing text should be done with care in order to deepen and clarify the 

themes of a play, rather than obfuscate its storyline. Inclusive casing gives directors, 

performers, and designers an opportunity to shift and re-examine the power dynamic 

between those with disabilities and those without. To put it simply, inclusive casting can 

create more interesting and engaging pieces of theatre that reflect and refract the world in 

which we all live. 
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ISSUES OF REPRESENTATION SPECIFIC TO TYA 

The current canon of dramatic literature for young people, like its adult 

counterpart, has very few characters with disabilities. While this thesis does not directly 

address the ethics of casting characters with disabilities in TYA, nor does it call for the 

creation of literature that presents complex characters with disabilities, I believe that both 

of these endeavors would serve a larger goal of understanding disability within society. 

Instead, this thesis focuses on one specific strategy of art making and disability in society 

today: the practice of casting professional adult actors with physical disabilities as 

nondisabled characters within professional TYA. I am interested in what inclusive casting 

choices communicate to a young audience about the story of the play and the experience 

of disability. 

TYA offers a particularly dynamic setting for inclusive casting practices for 

several reasons.  Many TYA plays address themes of marginalization by simply telling a 

story through the eyes of young people.  TYA performances often lend themselves to 

fantasy and non-literal worlds, which allows directors to embrace “non-realistic” casting 

choices. TYA companies regularly seek interactions with their audiences, including 

“teachable moments” before and after the experience of a play. These teachable moments 

offer an opportunity to connect the stories on stage to their own lives. Finally, TYA 

productions are often a young person’s first experience in the theatre, so a director’s 

casting choice in TYA can set/shape “normal” representation of disability, rather than 

work to shift the existing definitions of “normal” that an adult might have when he/she 

arrives at the theatre. 
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One traditional misrepresentation of disability that overlaps with TYA portrays 

people with disabilities as child-like: helpless, dependent, ignorant, and naïve. Many 

people inadvertently assume that people with disabilities, like children, should be 

coddled, pitied, and talked down to.  In the story of A Christmas Carol Tiny Tim 

exemplifies a stereotype of disability; he is a symbol of good and innocence, and evokes 

pity (Lewis, “Secret Community” 2). Yet Tiny Tim in A Christmas Carol  reinforces and 

connects multiple societal stereotypes: those of young people and those of people with 

disabilities.  

Children are not often allied with other disenfranchised groups marked by race, 

gender, or ability. Yet children, like other marginalized populations, are often socially 

stereotyped and denied agency. In a 2003 Youth Theatre Journal article exploring child 

audiences, Theorist James R. Kincaid discusses a set of perceptual models for the 

construction of childhood that bear a striking resemblance to models used to define and 

understand disability. Within a biological perception of childhood, which functions in the 

same way as the medical model of disability, children are defined solely by their age 

rather than by the individual components of their personality. According to Kinkaid, 

another way adults might see young people is through a lens of ignorance, considering 

children innocent and incomplete versions of adults (Kincaid 56). Thus, representing 

children and representing people with disabilities often share a similar stumbling block: a 

one-dimensional view that reduces identity to a single physiological state rather than an 

individual, personal, and socially influenced experience. 

Scholars and practitioners of TYA have long debated, analyzed, and criticized 
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depictions and representations of childhood and child characters in plays aimed for young 

audiences. In the canon of children’s dramatic literature, renderings of fully developed, 

multidimensional child characters are a relatively recent phenomenon, and stereotypes 

that reduce young characters to their age or minimize their intellectual ability remain 

common. At the production level, the ages of actors cast to portray young characters in 

TYA varies from theatre to theatre. Some casting directors maintain that adult performers 

can more fully embody young characters because they have more life experience and 

performance skill than a young performer. Other directors believe that children have the 

right to see a realistic representation of their own body shape and size, rather than the 

post-adolescent body of an adult performer and adult point of view offer a child 

experience (Woodson 136). In the same way, the debates regarding people with 

disabilities are ongoing, impassioned, and dynamic in the quest for responsible 

representation. 

A theoretical inquiry of inclusive casting practices offers complex questions of 

representation for both TYA and Disability Studies: How can inclusive casting of 

characters in TYA respectfully and purposefully represent both disability and childhood, 

while avoiding stereotypes? How can inclusive casting navigate double markers of 

“difference” (such as youth and disability) without negatively impacting one or the other? 

How do directors and theatre artists interested in inclusive casting negotiate the logistical, 

artistic and philosophic tenants of such a practice? 

The remaining chapters of this thesis examine issues of inclusive casting in 

professional TYA from three points of view: professional TYA directors who engage in 
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inclusive casting practices, individual performers with disabilities who have been cast in 

nondisabled roles, and young audience members who witness such casting. Chapter two 

of this thesis examines inclusive casting practices at two professional TYA companies: 

Omaha Theatre Company in Omaha, Nebraska and Imagination Stage in Bethesda, 

Maryland. Interviews at Omaha Theatre Company include conversations with Artistic 

Director James Larson and Resident Director Kevin Erhart about their casting of disabled 

actor Fran Sillau as Young Steve in their 2009 production of The Velveteen Rabbit. The 

institutional profile of Imagination Stage includes interviews with Artistic Director Janet 

Stanford and Associate Artistic Director Kate Bryer.  

Chapter three of this thesis explores the spaces between professional performers, 

their disabilities, and the characters they portray. The professional theatre artists who are 

profiled are: Fran Sillau, an actor and teaching artist with cerebral palsy; JP Illarramendi, 

a performer with Down Syndrome; Rob McQuay, a performer who uses a wheelchair; 

and Suzanne Richard, a director and actor who is a little person with osteogenesis 

imperfecta. It concludes with my own experience as an actor with cerebral palsy. 

 Chapter four examines inclusive casting in TYA from the audience’s point of 

view. This section mostly focuses on the UT Department of Theatre and Dance’s fall 

2009 production of There’s a Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom. The play, based on the popular 

book by Louis Sachar, follows Bradley Chalkers, a 10-year-old boy thought of as a bully 

who redefines himself with the help of his school counselor, Carla Davis. Director Brian 

Fahey cast me as a character not written with a physical disability—Bradley’s tomboy 

classmate Melinda Birch. Opportunities before, during, and after the performance 
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allowed the production team to ask questions about the themes of the play, and how 

Melinda’s actions in the play relate to her portrayal by an individual with a disability. 

This thesis concludes with considerations for how directors might thoughtfully and 

responsibly employ and expand inclusive casting in TYA companies.  

The chapters that follow are organized according to several tenants of Disability 

Studies. They harness personal voices as the foundation for active theoretical 

frameworks, striving to unite theory and action towards an understanding of informed 

praxis. They reject ideas of “objectivity” and embrace the subjective experiences of 

theatre artists and audiences with and without disabilities. The individual interviews 

reflect a collective, though not always consistent, voice (Nocella 82). Amidst individual 

interviews, I interweave my personal experiences as a performer with a disability. Like 

inclusive casting, each of these chapters is theoretical, artistic, social, and personal. Like 

inclusive casting, these chapters offer few answers, only critical questions. 
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Chapter Two: Casting Disability Through the Eyes of Institutions 

Audience members of all ages enter the theatre and experience the Jungle of Nool. 

Upon seeing the stage, they realize that this is not a world they know. It is one of ramps 

that twist, turn, and wind their way around the performance space. A lonely elephant 

wheels himself to his favorite spot. Instead of walking like a human or tromping like an 

elephant, Horton glides and spins around the stage using a wheelchair. When this 

production of Seussical the Musical opened at Imagination Stage in Bethesda, Maryland 

in 2005, it was a memorable experience for performers and audiences alike. In many 

ways, it also exemplified the inclusive casting practices of Imagination Stage, and the 

values of the artistic staff assigned to work on the production.  

When Imagination Stage cast Rob McQuay, an actor and singer who uses a 

wheelchair, as Horton the Elephant, many factors contributed to the decision, one of 

which was their unique mission. Imagination Stage is the only professional theatre for 

young audiences in the country that explicitly names inclusion for people of all abilities 

as part of its organizational mission. In addition to its education and production 

departments, the theatre houses an extensive department of access and outreach to serve 

students with disabilities. Furthermore, their professional TYA season regularly includes 

actors with a range of physical and mental disabilities.  

Omaha Theatre Company (OTC) at The Rose Theatre in Omaha, Nebraska also 

practices inclusive casting for young audiences, though its organizational mission does 

not specify inclusion. OTC produces several professional productions per season and has 
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extensive education and outreach programs. Through its education and outreach, the 

theatre offers several drama and theatre classes, including peer group classes for students 

diagnosed with autism. Fran Sillau, an actor and teaching artist with cerebral palsy, works 

regularly within the theatre’s education department and is also a performer for their main 

stage shows. 

Using interviews with the artistic staff of OTC and Imagination Stage, this 

chapter explores what might motivate artistic directors and casting directors to hire 

performers with disabilities, and how these theatres might begin to address the artistic, 

educational, and practical implications of an inclusive casting choice. 

OMAHA THEATRE COMPANY: OMAHA, NE (DIRECTOR KEVIN ERHART) 

In 1949, members of The Junior League of Omaha founded The Omaha Theatre 

Company after attending a Junior League conference in New York City about theatre and 

education. Today, the mission of Omaha Theatre Company remains to “enrich the lives 

of young people and their families through live theater, dance, and arts education” (The 

Rose-- Performing Arts for Children and Families). The company currently produces 

eleven shows each season. Each main stage production runs for three to four weeks with 

school day performances and public performances in the Rose Theatre’s main stage, 

which seats just over nine hundred people. The theatre has an annual budget of over 2.7 

million dollars and currently employs thirty-two full-time and fourteen part-time arts 

professionals, as well as numerous contracted professionals. Many of the actors double as 
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teachers in the company’s growing education and outreach programs, and its Performing 

Arts Academy (ibid).  

In the fall of 2009, OTC produced The Velveteen Rabbit, James Still’s stage 

adaptation of the classic story by Margery Williams. The play calls for two actors to play 

the central character, Steve. Older Steve functions as a narrator, and Younger Steve 

presents the action of the story as it unfolds. During the course of the play, Young Steve 

receives a beloved stuffed rabbit, but must part with the toy when he becomes ill. The 

rabbit has been truly loved and becomes real, and Steve, with the help of his big brother, 

recovers from both his illness and his loss of his stuffed friend. Fran Sillau, an actor with 

cerebral palsy, played the role of Young Steve.  

Artistic Director James Larson separates his decision to cast Sillau from Sillau’s 

disability. “Acting in an OTC production should be accessible to anyone,” Larson says. 

“And disability does not mean inability. I hope that no attention is drawn to the disability 

that would pull the audience out of its suspension of disbelief.” In casting Sillau, Larson 

gave him the same consideration as any other actor, evaluating the talent and energy he 

would bring to the role. Similarly, The Velveteen Rabbit’s director Kevin Erhart, who has 

known Sillau for years, did not think about Sillau in terms of his disability while in 

rehearsals/performances.  

Erhart enjoys working with Sillau because he’s a performer who is always willing 

to try new things, and Sillau communicates his needs clearly throughout the rehearsal 

process. “As long as Fran can say, ‘hey, this might be a problem [for me or my 

crutches],’ then we can take care of it,” Erhart reports. Before partnering on The 
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Velveteen Rabbit, Erhart and Sillau had worked together in several capacities — as 

teacher and student, and as co-teaching artists. Nevertheless, at the first rehearsal, Erhart 

approached Sillau and reminded him to speak up if something was not going to be 

possible physically on stage. Erhart felt it was important to restate his support and 

commitment to individual accommodation at the beginning of the project. 

Erhart also charged the design team to create a holder for Sillau’s crutches as part 

of the play. The set designer added the holder to Young Steve’s bed. While it held 

Sillau’s crutches, it also added depth and dimension to the set. Erhart anticipated that 

Sillau would need his crutches in order to travel on stage, but he also knew there were 

certain moments of the story when he wanted Sillau to be free from his crutches. In 

rehearsal, Erhart and Sillau brainstormed different types of non-crutch movement that 

would be appropriate for Young Steve’s actions in the play. Sillau shared stories from his 

own childhood, and demonstrated the ways that he moved and played when he was 

younger, with and without his crutches.   

Aside from planning the logistics of Sillau’s movements on stage, neither Erhart 

nor Sillau found it necessary to directly discuss the how the audience might interpret 

Sillau’s  representation of a nondisabled character. “The last time we did The Velveteen 

Rabbit here,” Erhart recalls,  “Older Steve was an African-American male and Young 

Steve was Caucasian. They were completely different races and it didn’t matter! No one 

batted an eye; there was not one question [from the audience] about the casting.” Sillau 

felt equally comfortable not discussing his disability with Erhart in depth. “The policy 

that I set for myself is the willing suspension of disbelief,” Sillau says. “The audience 
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knows, especially in this play, that they are watching a play. If I do my job and 

communicate to the best of my ability…then the crutches don’t mean a thing.” 

While I understand Erhart and Sillau’s effort to “normalize” disability on stage, I 

wonder if their suspicions were correct, if young audience members really accepted 

Sillau’s disability without question. Sillau reported that after performances, young people 

often asked him to clarify whether he needed his crutches as an actor, or if they belonged 

to his character. Furthermore, within the world of the play, Sillau was one of two actors 

who portrayed the character of Steve, and the actor playing Older Steve was nondisabled. 

Since Young Steve falls ill during the course of the play, and the actor playing Older 

Steve was nondisabled, an audience may have used the presence of Sillau’s disability to 

make logical sense of Young Steve’s illness and subsequent recovery within the 

narrative. 

While Erhart believes that casting Sillau is a positive experience for audiences 

because it exposes young people to performers with disabilities, I believe that thoughtful 

inclusive casting reaches beyond exposure. Instead of supposing that a young audience 

automatically accepts disability on stage, I am interested in the range of positive or 

negative assumptions young audience members might employ when they witness an actor 

with a disability like Sillau on stage. Indeed, there are several possible interpretations of 

Sillau as Young Steve.  

Sillau and Erhart could be correct; young audience members may simply accept 

Sillau’s disability as one of many traits Sillau brings to the stage as a performer. At the 

same time, audiences might have attributed Sillau’s disability to his character of Young 
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Steve, or understood Young Steve’s disability as part of a chronological narrative and 

connected his disability to Older Steve’s lack of disability. It is also possible that they 

might not have consciously perceived Sillau’s disability at all.  

IMAGINATION STAGE: BETHESDA MD (DIRECTORS JANET STANFORD, KATE BRYER) 

Imagination Stage was founded in 1979 as the Bethesda Academy of Performing 

Arts (BAPA), offering arts education for young people in the Washington DC area. At its 

inception, it was an educational institution offering after-school drama classes and 

performance opportunities for young people. In 1992, BAPA added a professional theatre 

component to their programming, and in 2001, re-named itself Imagination Stage. With 

an annual budget of five million dollars, Imagination Stage produces five main stage 

professional productions each season. Its education department offers over a hundred 

classes to students with and without disabilities, ages three to adult, from September to 

July. Its current organizational structure includes a production department, and education 

department, a development department, and a department of access and outreach (About 

Imagination Stage). 

 In 1993, Janet Stanford was appointed Artistic Director of Imagination Stage. At 

that time, the theatre’s departments worked relatively independently: the production 

department produced main stage shows, the education department offered inclusive 

classes for young people, and at the time, the Deaf Theatre Program trained and 

showcased deaf adults and young people from the D.C. area. Stanford sought to bring all 

of the departments together under the umbrella of Imagination Stage’s mission, “to 
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produce theatre and arts education programs which nurture, challenge, and empower 

young people of all abilities” (ibid). While this mantra of inclusivity was visibly 

employed in their after-school educational programming, it was not reflected in their 

annual TYA main stage season until Stanford made a mindful choice to seek and hire 

professional actors with disabilities.  

 One of the first productions to include a performer with a disability was the 1994 

production of Lyle, Lyle Crocodile based on the children’s book by Bernard Waber. The 

story follows the journey of a crocodile named Lyle who adores living in New York City 

with his human family, the Primms.  Lyle loves his neighborhood and enjoys spending 

time with his eclectic neighbors. During the course of the play, Lyle sets off several 

exciting and sometimes unfortunate events, which include an unexpected visit to the New 

York City Zoo. In the end, Lyle finds himself back home with the Primms.  

Imagination Stage cast JP Illarramendi, a performer with Down Syndrome who 

grew up taking classes at Imagination Stage, in the title role of Lyle. The character’s 

charming, youthful, and entertaining spirit matched Illarramendi’s warm, friendly 

personality and boundless energy as a performer. The Imagination Stage community 

responded so well to Illarramendi as Lyle that Stanford decided to make a commitment to 

casting either actors with disabilities or deaf actors in at least one professional production 

each season. Thus, Imagination Stage began producing work with people with 

disabilities, switching back and forth each year between casting actors with disabilities in 

existing scripts, and creating original pieces that showcased deaf performers.  
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 When Stanford casts actors with disabilities in pre-existing scripts, she seeks 

performers who are talented and who fit the personality and aura of the character—the 

actors’ talent primarily drives her casting choices. At the same time, Stanford is 

committed to reflecting the Imagination Stage community by casting actors with 

disabilities. In order to achieve both goals, Stanford relies heavily on a small cohort of 

professional performers with disabilities, including: JP Illarramendi, an actor with Down 

Syndrome; Suzanne Richard, an actor/director who is a little person with osteogenesis 

imperfecta; and Rob McQuay, an actor/singer who uses a wheelchair. 

When including people with disabilities, the staff of Imagination Stage re-invents 

their processes with every production. In 2005, the theatre commissioned celebrated 

storyteller, performer, and playwright for youth Kevin Kling to premiere Perfectly 

Persephone, an adaptation of the Greek myth of Persephone. Kling himself has two 

apparent disabilities—he was born with a congenital birth defect which leaves his left 

arm about three-quarters the size of his right arm, several years ago right arm was and 

paralyzed in a motorcycle accident. 

Kling’s adaptation of the classic myth tells the story of Persephone, her mother, 

the goddess of the harvest, and Hades, the mysterious god of the underworld. Young 

Persephone, burdened with expectation of being perfect, becomes the mistress of her own 

fate. The audience journeys with Persephone to the faraway world of Hades, and returns 

with her to the here and now. Persephone, on her quest to be perfect and live up to her 

mother’s expectations, must ultimately find her own identity.  
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The script did not specify which (if any) of the characters had disabilities, only 

that the ensemble should include actors with disabilities. Kling believes that “casting 

actors with disabilities feels like a better cross-section of humanity.” In this belief, he is 

not alone. In the introduction to his adaptation of The Trojan Women, celebrated 

playwright Charles Mee, describes how he sees his plays being cast: 

In my plays, as in life itself, the female romantic lead can be played by a woman 
in a wheelchair. The male romantic lead can be played by an Indian man. And 
that is not the subject of the play. There is not a single role in any one of my plays 
that must be played by a physically intact white person. (Mee, Introduction) 

Aiming for a realistic cross-section of disabled and nondisabled performers, Kling and 

Stanford enthusiastically hired Richard, Illarramendi, and McQuay to be in the ensemble 

of Perfectly Persephone.  

In addition being a regular performer at Imagination Stage, Suzanne Richard is 

also the artistic director of Open Circle Theatre, a theatre showcasing actors with 

disabilities in Washington, DC. Richard believes that directors interested in inclusive 

casting need to be aware of not only the logistical challenges, but also of the social 

responsibilities of representing disability on stage. 

According to Richard, an early version of the project’s cast list designated all of 

the actors with disabilities as characters in the underworld. “I said no thanks.” Richard 

remembers. “That’s weird, warped, and no.” Richard felt that placing the actors with 

disabilities in the underworld reinforced negative and disempowered stereotypes of 

people with disabilities. Kling remembers that he placed Richard, McQuay and 

Illarramendi in the underworld strategically— he was interested in exploring the 
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etymology of the prefix “dis,” which literally means “a foot in two worlds” (Webster’s 

Online Dictionary). Kling was intrigued by the possibility of physically manifesting his 

etymological discovery. However, after some time in rehearsal, Kling didn’t think the 

casting choice would resonate with young audiences. Kling explains: “I decided that the 

initial idea was a bit convoluted.” The artistic team adjusted the casting and distributed 

Richard, McQuay, and Illarramendi evenly among  the underworld, the human world, and 

the world of the gods. For Richard, it was a change for the better. “The next draft I got 

Rob [McQuay] was playing both Zeus and Hades, and I was Artemis,” she remembers.  

But Richard’s discomfort with casting decisions for the production did not end 

there. Early in rehearsal, Richard played Artemis, the Greek god of war, and a 

nondisabled ensemble member played Persephone. As the rehearsal process encouraged 

more and more conversations about perfection, Richard recalls becoming increasingly 

bothered that a nondisabled actor physically embodied the theme of “perfection” within 

Persephone. “You’ve got people with disabilities [in the ensemble] and people without,” 

says Richard. “The kids are going to notice the disability, and ‘perfection’ is being played 

by a woman who is completely nondisabled.” Richard worried that the casting choice 

might send the message to young audiences that people with disabilities are somehow 

less than nondisabled people, less than perfect. 

Richard approached Stanford and Kling. “[I told them,] ‘I’m not saying I should 

play [Persephone], because I like playing Artemis, Artemis rocks… But I think it’s just 

weird and we keep talking about perfection, and the main character is perfect 

physically.’” She asked the artistic team:  “Is that what we want to say? …There are 
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different definitions of perfection.” Richard notes that all too often, well-intentioned 

directors don’t know the disability community well enough to know the harmful effects 

of the stereotypes that might be imposed upon a script when characters are played by 

people with disabilities. According to Richard, Stanford was less aware of potential 

stereotyping of disability and more concerned with audiences tracking the logic of the 

story. Richard recalls that Stanford was hesitant to present a person with a disability as a 

character that was supposedly “perfect,” worried that young audiences might be 

confused. So, Richard brought her concerns to Stanford and Kling simultaneously, and 

she saw changes. The next draft of the script identified Richard as the title role. 

  Playwright Kevin Kling attributes casting Richard as Persephone to her talent as a 

performer. “I think Suzie [Richard] actually said ‘I should be playing the lead of this 

thing,’ and we all said, ‘yeah!’” Kling has high praise for Richard. “She’s so powerful, 

she embodied the different aspects of Persephone better than anybody.”  In addition to 

Richard as the lead, the Perfectly Persephone’s final billing showcased McQuay as 

Zeus/Hades, Illarramendi as the messenger god Hermes, and a nondisabled actor played 

Hephaestus, the god of the underworld, who is traditionally depicted with a disability. In 

fact, Hephaestus was the only character to use the world “disability” within the play. The 

unique blend of actors with and without disabilities playing characters with and without 

disabilities made the topic of disability a theme of the play that was unique to 

Imagination Stage’s production. 

Kling, Richard, and Stanford were all impressed by young people’s complex 

understanding of the themes of the play. “[The kids] understood that by perfect, 
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[Persephone] always did everything right, and never did anything wrong,” Richard 

recalls. “Perfection had nothing to do with looking perfect.” Both Richard and Kling 

remember that while young people simply accepted an actor with a disability embodying 

the idea of “perfection,” some adults saw Richard’s disability as an imperfection, and 

were confused by the casting choice. Yet by the end of the play, several adult playgoers 

changed their pre-determined concepts of perfection. 

Looking back, Richard appreciated the fact that the artistic team of Perfectly 

Persephone continually interrogated its own casting decisions throughout the rehearsal 

process. Richard notes that some directors include performers with disabilities in their 

productions, but seem to be unaware of their underlying directorial intentions. Richard 

feels that many directors and theatres inadvertently think of inclusive casting as a service 

to performers with disabilities, rather than viewing them as equal collaborators. She 

advises directors to critically examine their motives when casting actors with disabilities 

and she encourages directors and producers to be aware of social or personal pressure to 

be inclusive. Rather than simply include people with disabilities because it’s the “right 

thing to do,” Richard advocates cultivating a genuine interest in and dialogue about the 

experiences of disability.  

Imagination Stage’s Associate Artistic Director Kate Bryer is one such director 

who, like Stanford, often navigates representing disability. Over the years, she has 

worked with Illarramendi, Richard, and McQuay in multiple productions. Bryer finds the 

process of casting actors with disabilities similar to casting actors of color. She notes that 

“color-blind” casting began in the Washington DC area about twenty-five years ago. 
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However, only in the last ten years, Bryer has noticed how people have started to openly 

discuss casting choices related to race. More and more, Bryer observes directors carefully 

considering what meaning is made when actors of color play specific roles in specific 

stories rather than asking the audience to simply accept a multicultural cast.  

Over the years, some of Bryer’s artistic collaborators have made comments like 

“kids don’t see color,” and “kids don’t see disability.” Bryer only partially agrees with 

such claims. In Bryer’s experience, young people don’t tend to question the logic of an 

inter-racial family, and young audiences fully accept a family made up of a white mother, 

a black father, and a daughter who is Latina, for example. Yet that does not mean that 

they are not seeing race. Bryer believes young people strongly identify with the races that 

are present on stage. She has overheard many young audience members at Imagination 

Stage make comments like, “The dad is black and I’m black.”  

Bryer believes it is very important that both students of color and students with 

disabilities who attend Imagination Stage see themselves represented on stage. Yet 

Bryer’s over-arching goal of casting performers with disabilities reaches beyond 

reflecting a realistic cross-section of society.  “The real reason [for inclusive casting] is to 

spread the philosophy that people with disabilities can play positive roles that kids in the 

audience and adults in the audience never thought possible.” 

In 2005, Bryer directed actor Rob McQuay as Horton the Elephant in Seussical 

the Musical, a musical review based on the canon of popular children’s author Dr. Seuss. 

Suessical weaves together several plotlines as familiar characters intersect — for 

example, the Cat in the Hat interacts with a lonely elephant, Horton. At the beginning of 
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the play, Horton, is a kind, sweet-natured elephant who cares about others deeply but 

often feels alone. Though he goes through many hardships, he always triumphs, and in 

the end, he earns the love and respect of the unique cast of characters who surround him.  

While regional productions of Suessical tend to be splashy and big, Bryer believes 

that McQuay’s wheelchair brought a humble quality to Horton and the production. 

Furthermore, Bryer found McQuay’s acting and vocal performance stunning.  Bryer also 

credits McQuay’s wheelchair for helping to establish the play’s setting as a fantastical 

world in which Horton moved in unique and often atypical, non-human ways. 

In planning for Seussical, Bryer and her design team seized the opportunity to 

explore a new kind of creativity born out of logistical necessity. Early in production 

meetings, the set designer approached Bryer to ensure that McQuay could access the 

entire set in his wheelchair. “[It] opened up creative possibilities that I never would have 

done or thought about if I hadn’t had anyone in a wheelchair,” Bryer shares. For example, 

throughout the play Horton searches a surrounding patch of clover. The choreographer 

decided to invert his search. Through props and dance, the clover came to him. This 

created a delightfully unexpected moment between Horton and his surroundings. 

While Bryer feels casting McQuay as Horton was an innovative, appropriate, and 

engaging casting choice, she acknowledges that every production has unique demands. 

Bryer believes that just like recent trends in “color-conscious” casting, an actor’s 

disability should be acknowledged and can contribute, deepen, or aid in telling a story on 

stage. Therefore, it must always be considered as a factor in casting. “There are shows 
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where using a person with a disability does not make an appropriate statement,” Bryer 

asserts.  

In 2006, Bryer was casting a production of Sleeping Beauty set in seventeenth 

century Europe. For this particular production, historical accuracy was an integral part of 

the storytelling. Bryer was considering actor Rob McQuay for the role of the King, 

Sleeping Beauty’s father. She had to ask herself: “Would a king in Renaissance England 

use a wheelchair?”  Bryer really struggled with the placement of a wheelchair in the 

world of the play. In the end, Bryer couldn’t reconcile her need for historical accuracy 

and the reality of McQuay’s disability, and cast a nondisabled actor. While many 

directors might give McQuay the role in order to allow a “teachable” moment, or make a 

“politically correct” statement, Bryer stayed true to her dramaturgical concept. “Part of 

Rob [McQuay] is his wheelchair,” Bryer reflects. “You have to make that work [onstage]. 

You can’t say it doesn’t exist.” 

Directors like Bryer who actively include performers with disabilities in casting 

practices often ask more questions than they answer when navigating the implications of 

their casting choices. Rather than assuming that exposing young audiences to 

professional actors with disabilities is automatically a positive experience, collaborators 

like Kling, Richard, Stanford, and Bryer ask tough questions about when, where and how 

to represent disability.  
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CONCLUSION 

My interviews with OTC and Imagination Stage reveal multiple directorial 

approaches to inclusive casting within professional theatre for young audiences. Directors 

from both companies agree that working with performers with disabilities is a personal 

and professional learning experience. Kevin Erhart with OTC treats actor Fran Sillau as 

he would treat any other actor, not highlighting or intentionally creating meaning from 

Sillau’s disability for an audience. Janet Stanford and Kate Bryer, on the other hand, 

regularly consider what inclusive casting might mean or signify to their audiences, since 

working with children of all abilities is part of their organizational mission, and 

conversations about access/inclusion are woven into the fabric of their organization.  

As Artistic Director of Imagination Stage, Janet Stanford navigates significant 

practical, logistical, and financial concerns in order to continue her commitment to 

inclusive casting. For example, when the theatre’s programming includes Deaf artists, the 

costs for sign language interpreters can significantly impact the total production budget 

and must be considered at least a year in advance. Yet Stanford believes that even in 

tough economic times, finances are not the main reason directors hesitate to work with 

performers with disabilities. Stanford ponders if the lack of more inclusive casting 

practices in TYA is a reflection of America’s commitment to glamour in popular culture. 

“All too often,” Stanford says, “theatre in America tends to value glamour, which means 

performers on stage are visually pleasing and attractive.” While society has in many ways 

accepted color-blind casting, “ability-blind” casting, as Stanford calls it, does not have 
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the same wide understanding as a social call for change, and for whatever reason, 

navigating disability is a larger hurtle than navigating race. 

 When asked what she sees in the future for inclusive casting in TYA, Associate 

Artistic Director Kate Bryer doesn’t focus on the lack of people with disabilities 

auditioning or consider how the larger forces of society affect inclusive casting. Above 

all else, Bryer wishes to continue developing her own, individual ability to be 

introspective and self-critical: 

I wish that… we could always be casting the best person for the role, that it can be 
OK to figure in someone’s disability to a decision. [I wish] that directors would 
open their minds to what the possibilities are. I couldn’t wrap my head around 
Rob [McQuay] in Sleeping Beauty, but maybe I could have been more open, and 
entertained more options and possibilities. 
 
Throughout these interviews, I found myself wondering which approach might 

make me more comfortable as a performer:  Would I feel at home working with an 

artistic team led by Erhart, who would focus on my performance skills that are seemingly 

unrelated to my disability? Would I enjoy working with Bryer, who would weave 

together the aesthetics of the show with my practical accommodations? Or would I prefer 

to examine and re-examine the ways in which my disability might convey positive or 

negative information about disability’s place in current social hierarchy to a young 

audience, like the artistic team of Perfectly Persephone did throughout rehearsals? I 

believe my response would depend on my own relationship with my disability, and my 

own understanding of the character I portray.  
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QUESTIONS/CONSIDERATIONS FOR INSTITUTIONS AND DIRECTORS: 
• What are your motivations for inclusive casting? Social? Artistic? Or both? 
• How might your definition of realism shift when considering inclusive casting? 
• What communication strategies (with actors, artistic team) will you use to navigate the 
practical and theoretical considerations of inclusive casting?  
• What might inclusive casting (play selection, character selection) signify to a young 
audience?  
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Chapter Three: Casting Disability Through the Eyes of Performers 

There hasn’t been one show or character that I’ve done in 20 years of being in a 
chair that hasn’t benefitted from me being in a chair… Just the visual of the 
wheelchair brings a whole new subtext to a character that can be exploited by the 
director or the actor. That gives a… richness and a depth to the character that it 
didn’t have previously. (McQuay, 10 June 2009.) 

  
As I discussed in Chapter One, physical difference on stage has traditionally 

functioned as an over-simplified metaphor for struggle or isolation. Contemporary 

disability scholars frequently discuss how modern characters with disabilities can either 

reinforce or subvert society’s assumptions of the disability experience. Recent renderings 

of disability create new metaphors that are closer to a more realistic and holistic disability 

experience (Sandahl 4). Still, disability scholars have yet to discuss in depth how 

performers with disabilities perform, or rather inform, roles that are not written as 

disabled. 

When a performer with a disability plays a character written as nondisabled, 

several personal issues arise, such as how disability may or may not inform an actor’s 

preparation, the possible tensions between a performer’s disability and a character’s 

nondisabled identity, and whether those tensions are productive or counterproductive in 

meaning making.  Indeed, audiences can make sense of disability in many ways.  

Whether playwright and storyteller Kevin Kling is writing or performing, he 

strives to examine multiple dimensions of a character. He parallels crafting a character to 

advice he once received about a sculpting a statue: “A good sculptor wants to walk 

around it and see what’s on the other side.” Kling maintains that when an actor begins to 
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get to know a character, he/she should explore what’s on the “other side,” even though a 

play may only present one dimension or two hours of a person’s life. Kling uses the 

character of Richard the III to illustrate his point: 

When most people walk around Richard III, they walk around the side that’s a 
king. What I love is going around the side that has a disability because that is 
another way to present that character. You can do that with any character. 
 

For Kling, casting an actor with a disability in any role automatically provides the 

audience with a unique angle to understand the role, and allows for the actor to bring an 

unexpected, and often uncharted, perspective to that character. Furthermore, Kling 

acknowledges that when people see disability, especially on stage, they make automatic 

assumptions. He charges actors and directors to “either lean into those assumptions or 

turn the tables, the choice is yours.”  

In 2009, I conducted interviews with four professional actors with disabilities: 

Fran Sillau, an actor/teaching artist with cerebral palsy; JP Illarramendi, an actor with 

Down Syndrome; Rob McQuay, an actor/singer who uses a wheelchair; and Suzanne 

Richard, a director/actor who is a little person with osteogenesis imperfecta. Across these 

four interviews, several points of consensus exist. All of the actors I spoke to self-

indentified as “normal,” especially during their formative years when they were being 

trained as performers. Furthermore, they all agreed that casting actors with disabilities in 

nondisabled roles in TYA potentially exposes young people to a seldom-seen group of 

artistic professionals who happen to have disabilities.  

At the same time, each of the interviewees revealed individual relationships 

between themselves as actors, the characters they play, and the audiences who experience 
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their performances. Actors Fran Sillau and JP Illarramedi believe that their performances 

function as clear statements that people with disabilities are just like everyone else, and 

they believe their disabilities do not overshadow their performances. On the occasions 

that Rob McQuay consciously considers how his disability informs his character, he, as 

Kling would say, “leans into” assumptions of disability as a form of loss.  On the other 

hand, Suzanne Richard often “turns the tables” on audience expectations of disability, 

calling for social change. 

This chapter crystallizes the experiences of Sillau, Illarramendi, McQuay, and 

Richard into three distinct character/performer relationships: disability as “normal,” 

disability as a signifier of loss, and disability as a call for social change. These categories 

are not absolute; rather, they are porous; they overlap. Much like the experience of 

disability, these categories often contradict themselves. Yet articulating three distinct 

approaches to acting within an experience of disability offers a specific vocabulary to 

process how contemporary acting techniques and directing strategies might intersect with 

disability.  

DISABILITY AS “NORMAL:” FRAN SILLAU AND JP ILLARRAMENDI 

 Fran Sillau lives in Omaha, NE and frequently works with the OTC. Sillau feels 

fortunate that his parents didn’t treat him differently from other young people when he 

was growing up. His mother and father ensured he had surgeries to extend his range of 

motion, encouraged him to walk using crutches, took him to the theatre, and signed him 

up for theatre classes. They provided many opportunities for Sillau, encouraging him to 
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embrace life like any other young boy.  He does not think about his cerebral palsy often, 

especially while in performance.  

 On stage and in life, Sillau doesn’t intentionally hide his disability, but he doesn’t 

draw attention to it either. Sillau never highlights his crutches in performance, he only 

thinks about them in terms of logistics: “How do I get from point A to point B in the time 

I need to?” Sillau hopes his disability is not a defining characteristic of the roles he 

portrays, and he relies on the audience’s willing suspension of disbelief. In fact, Sillau 

prefers to perform for young audiences because, in his view, they often accept the given 

circumstances of a story with ease, and understand the casting of a production as the 

reality of the play. 

 When auditioning for the role of Young Steve in OTC’s 2009 production of The 

Velveteen Rabbit, Sillau says he did not focus on his disability: 

I wanted to do it so badly because I can identify with this kid. Not because I have 
a disability, but because he’s a kid who uses his imagination. He’s on the 
outskirts; he lives in his own world. That was my world growing up, going to 
outer space and playing with my imaginary toys in the bedroom. 
 

Sillau believes that if he does his job as an actor correctly, his crutches will merely serve 

as an extension of his character. Yet Sillau acknowledges that audience members may 

perceive his crutches in different ways. “Sometimes if they’re not exposed to people 

[with disabilities], they receive the crutches as sickness or injury, “ Sillau explains. 

Indeed, sickness is a theme within the story of The Velveteen Rabbit. Sillau’s character, 

Young Steve, falls ill during the course of the play. Yet rather than draw attention to the 

possible connections between an audience’s over-simplified understanding of disability 
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as illness and the themes of the play, Sillau hopes young audiences will experience the 

story of a play before they consider his disability. 

 Actor JP Illarramendi also enjoys performing for young people because of the 

audience’s commitment to the story. “We are all childlike, we are all children,” 

Illarramendi suggests. In his experience, when parents bring their children to the theatre, 

they become young again. In a way, adults show the same excitement of young people at 

the prospect of seeing a good story.  “We all like stories played on stage,” Illarramendi 

observes. 

 Illarramendi has participated in countless post-show discussions at Imagination 

Stage, and observes that young people don’t ask him about his Down Syndrome very 

often. “They are not shy, they are just entranced.” Illarramendi says. “They know exactly 

what they want to get out of [the talkback]. They want to talk about what they have seen 

in the story.”  In the rare cases that young people ask about his Down Syndrome, he 

addresses it quickly. “I don’t really, elaborate or talk specifically about my disability. I 

will mention it, but not go into details. It’s more about the play, the story.” He notes that 

most young people accept him as a person with a disability, and see him as an actor doing 

his job. By contrast, Illarramendi often encounters adults who see his disability before 

they see him as a person. “People can accept an individual with a disability as a person or 

not. That is their choice,” Illarramendi reflects.  
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DISABILITY AS A SIGNIFIER OF LOSS: ROB MCQUAY 

When he was twenty-eight years old, actor and musical theatre performer Rob 

McQuay broke his neck while surfing. His injury paralyzed his lower body. For almost 

twenty years, McQuay has used a wheelchair to move. Yet, McQuay suspects that his 

wheelchair has made his performing career better than it might have been if he hadn’t had 

an accident. McQuay acknowledges that his wheelchair often symbolizes difference, 

struggle, or abnormality for an audience. In Kling’s terms, McQuay often “leans in” to 

the audience’s existing assumptions of disability as loss, believing that those assumptions 

identify his disability as a powerful metaphorical tool within a given story. 

McQuay often allows his wheelchair to provide a concrete visual representation 

of his character’s past: 

Wheelchair, or disability, represents weakness in a way. Let’s be honest. It’s not 
normal… It brings [a history] to the table without ever having to do any character 
background, character life... [You come] to the table already, with [character 
information], rather than having to create it from the beginning. 
 
When McQuay played Jesus in Jesus Christ, Superstar with Open Circle Theatre 

(OCT) in 2004, he saw great poignancy in literally playing God while using a wheelchair. 

He believes his portrayal of Christ in a wheelchair provided the audience with a visible 

weakness, offering a humanizing quality to an iconic character. Neither McQuay nor the 

artistic team spent rehearsal time discussing the character of Jesus in terms of McQuay’s 

wheelchair. Yet for McQuay, the visual metaphor added richness, another layer— a 

deeper, more resonant subtext for to the viewer. Playwright and performer Kevin Kling 

agrees with McQuay: 
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All drama is a loss. It can be a loss of someone, it can be a broken heart, it can be 
a limb, it can be a promise. There are so many forms of loss. [Because of my 
disability,] I make a good metaphor. But I don’t make anything that’s outside of 
anyone else.  
 
While McQuay considers the potential his disability holds as a symbol or 

metaphor for struggle or loss, he doesn’t always consciously address his disability as part 

of his character work. “I’ve never really spent a lot of time determining why the character 

I play is in a wheelchair,” states McQuay, “and in some cases I don’t deal with it at all.” 

Paradoxically, not addressing the details of how a disability relates to a character can be 

as empowering, if not more empowering, than exploiting disability as a character trait. 

For most of McQuay’s roles, he hopes his disability doesn’t overshadow the other aspects 

of his nuanced character portrayal.  

When McQuay is called to play characters already written with a disability, he 

feels satisfied and limited at the same time. “On the one hand, I want my phone to ring 

when they have a wheelchair role. On the other hand, I don’t want my phone to ring 

when they have a wheelchair role.”  He observes that few actors with disabilities are 

employed on a regular basis. If a role is written with a disability, McQuay believes an 

effort should be made to find a performer with that disability. But he also believes that 

acting is about imagining circumstances, like having a disability,  in order to best tell the 

story of a play.  

McQuay knows many actors with disabilities who spend their time and energy 

fighting for adequate and accurate representation of people with disabilities when, in his 

opinion, they could be educating fellow actors about how to respectfully represent the 
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complexities of disability. McQuay hopes for a future in which actors with and without 

disabilities can work together as equal collaborators, whether or not the characters that 

need to be portrayed have disabilities. To illustrate his point, he brings up a scenario in 

which he believes a nondisabled actor using a wheelchair best serves the play/production: 

My nondisabled understudy should go on in a wheelchair because he is doing my 
performance, everyone else [in the show] is used to my performance... Now, if 
I’m leaving the show and someone is coming into replace me outright, and that 
person is not disabled… then they need to take the time to rework that. Then it 
becomes about that actor needs to own the role in the way he owns it, not in the 
way I own it. 

 
Paradoxically, McQuay advocates for people with disabilities to play disabled roles, and 

also encourages directors and performers to teach nondisabled actors how to realistically 

play disability. McQuay simultaneously allows the characters he plays to communicate a 

sense of loss to the audience, and also insists that the strength of his performances is that 

his wheelchair is not symbolized or even highlighted. He strives for his characters to be 

accepted as “normal,” but understands that audiences often interpret it as “loss.” 

DISABILITY AS A CALL FOR SOCIAL CHANGE: SUZANNE RICHARD 

Suzanne Richard, actor and artistic director of Open Circle Theatre, is a little 

person with osteogenesis imperfecta, which affects the strength of her bones. She uses 

crutches to walk, and often wears an oversized boot to aid her mobility. Richard attended 

the Theatre School at the University of North Carolina at Chappell Hill, and studied 

theatre. During her college years, whenever she performed, her professors told her she 

was cast not because of her disability, but because she was “passing as normal.” They 

advised her not to remind artistic collaborators of her disability, because it might make 
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directors less willing to cast her. After college, Richard moved to Washington DC, where 

she lives today. She served as a Disability Specialist at the National Endowment for the 

Arts for several years and founded her own theatre company, Open Circle Theatre (OCT) 

in order to professionally train and showcase actors with disabilities. 

As a director, Richard practices Kling’s notion of “turning the tables” on an 

audience’s expectations by providing brief “ah ha” moments in which people understand 

disabilities in new and interesting ways. For Richard, one such moment was when she 

cast actor Rob McQuay as Jesus in OCT’s production Jesus Christ Superstar. Richard 

says, “If Jesus is in a wheelchair, it makes it more interesting when he says ‘heal 

yourself.’” While McQuay believes that playing Jesus from a wheelchair explores Jesus’ 

fallibility, Richard is interested in Jesus’ healing powers. In her view, locating Jesus in a 

wheelchair communicates that people with disabilities do not need to cure themselves, 

even if they have the power to cure others.  

Like her work as a director, Richard’s work as an actor strives to address 

stereotypes of disability in creative ways while re-defining an audience’s experience of 

disability. Yet the “ah ha” moments Richard strives for as an actor and director are 

distinct from McQuay’s concept of disability as loss or struggle. While McQuay 

sometimes consciously allows his wheelchair to symbolize struggle, difference, or 

isolation, Richard prefers to use her disability to subvert and explode existing 

assumptions about disability, even if it makes her nondisabled collaborators 

uncomfortable. For example, several years ago, Richard discovered that directors were 

often hesitant to cast her in roles where her character was subjected to any kind of 
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violence. Richard supposed that directors believed that audiences might be overly 

nervous or frightened for her because of her disability. 

 “Earlier in my career, I was finding if there was any kind of violence towards [a 

character I was playing], directors would immediately say ‘we can’t have that happen, the 

audience will be too nervous or scared,’” Richard recalls.  “It was getting frustrating after 

a while because people with disabilities are [one of] the largest populations of victims of 

violent crime.” Rather than shying away from confrontation, Richard encourages 

directors to explore the heightened intensity and reality of a scene if an actor with a 

disability is assaulted. “If it is too big a threat, it can dramaturgically hurt what’s 

happening in the play.” Richard admits.  “However, if you need [a scene] to be incredibly 

threatening, Dude, put a woman with a disability in it.” 

Not all of Richard’s attempts to subvert traditional representations of disability on 

stage have been successful. Years ago, Richard approached Imagination Stage requesting 

to be considered for the role of a villain, an evil queen. According to Richard, Artistic 

Director Janet Stanford had reservations about casting her as an antagonist, worrying that 

young children in the audience might automatically connect Richard’s disability with her 

character’s undesirable characteristics. Richard openly disagreed with Stanford, arguing 

that people with disabilities should be allowed to play all kinds of characters, and casting 

directors should not pander to the stereotype that people with disabilities are only good, 

brave, or heroic individuals. In the end, Stanford did not cast Richard. 

However, several months later, Richard ended up understudying for two villain 

roles at Imagination Stage. She recalls in detail the first time she performed as an 
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antagonist called the Monkey King in front of a live audience. “I throw my tantrum and I 

stomp offstage and this little kid stands up and says, ‘Go away, Shortie!’ ” The child’s 

response shocked Richard. “[Stanford] was right,” she realized. “I’ve just ruined that 

kid’s idea of all short people.” While Richard still fully supports casting performers with 

disabilities in a large range of dynamic roles, she recognizes that young spectators are “a 

lot more literal and you have to be careful about images that you throw at them, and how 

they connect [the image of disability] with other character traits.”  

While Richard rallies for nuanced and complicated representations of disability on 

stage, she knows there are several practical aspects involved when casting disability. For 

example, most of Richard’s experiences of inclusive casting have occurred in nonunion 

theatres. When Richard joined the Actor’s Equity Association about four years ago, she 

discovered the range of roles for which she was considered became much smaller. Unless 

a role has a specific disability that matches Richard’s disability, she is rarely cast or even 

considered at a union theatre. Especially in a time of budget cuts, Richard supposes that 

producers are wary of taking risks and re-imagining roles.  

Richard calls for directors and producers, union and nonunion, to boldly 

complicate representations of disability on stage by casting actors with disabilities across 

all different roles and types. “Having played everything from men to old ladies to 

children to [people of] both genders, it’s frustrating to have people say, ‘why would we 

call you in?” At the same time, Richard acknowledges that most all actors in professional 

theatre accept certain roles and types: 
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Once I got out of college, I realized there could be some benefit to having a 
disability and I was shooting myself in the foot by totally ignoring it... It was 
important for me to start having a perception of what I really looked like for 
casting. 
 

Whether acting or directing, playing disabled or nondisabled roles, or working in 

union or nonunion theatres, Richard believes that live performance is the vanguard of 

social change. “It represents what the collective unconscious is doing, and what society 

perceives, right now.” Richard believes that most people have good intentions and are not 

trying to discriminate; yet they assume that people with disabilities can’t participate in 

the same way as nondisabled people. “We are in a strange minority group of ‘polite’ 

discrimination, or ‘good-intentioned’ prejudice. It makes for an interesting battle, so you 

have to choose them carefully.” One production at a time, Richard strives to change 

current perception of disability in a meaningful way. “Performance is vital to changing 

that perception,” she asserts.  

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has provided three distinct ways of categorizing the relationships 

between performers, characters, and experiences of disability. Actor Fran Sillau chooses 

not to focus on his disability when he performs, but rather he views his crutches as purely 

logistical tools that help him tell a story. JP Illarramendi observes that young people are 

interested in stories on stage and an actor’s skill more than they are interested in an 

actor’s disability. Rob McQuay often embraces his status as “other,” and uses his own 

feelings of difference as signifiers for audiences to understand his characters as 
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“abnormal.” Actor and director Suzanne Richard routinely insists that the roles she plays 

push up against existing stereotypes of disability on stage.  

 As a fellow actor with a disability, I relate to all three approaches, and I have 

adopted each point of view at different times throughout my career. When I played Scout 

in Northwestern University’s production of To Kill A Mockingbird in 1999, I did not 

choose to overtly discuss my disability or its dramaturgical potential with the artistic 

team or audience. Like Sillau and Illarramendi, I simply wanted to tell the story of my 

character with skill and passion. Though I was aware that audience members used my 

disability as a springboard for discussion, I was not at all interested in being part of such 

a discussion.  

 Ten years and several papers on disability studies later, I played Melinda Birch in 

The University of Texas at Austin’s TYA production of There’s a Boy in the Girl’s 

Bathroom. Melinda is the tomboy of her fifth grade class, who, during the course of the 

play, punches two of her male classmates in the face. While in rehearsal, my view of 

disability and performance aligned with actor/singer Rob McQuay. I consciously 

considered the audience’s existing assumptions of disability while crafting my character. 

For example, Melinda displays extremely aggressive behavior. Could it be that her 

behavior comes from her feelings of social isolation? Another choice was to highlight the 

aspects of Melinda’s character that opposed traditional views of disability—like her 

heightened social status within her fifth grade class, and her physical strength. 

 As a member of the acting ensemble and a researcher, I also wondered how my 

disability might affect the dynamics inside the rehearsal room. Throughout the production 
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process, I waited for fellow actors, members of the artistic team or audience members to 

make connections between my disability and my character. Yet those connections were 

rarely articulated. In fact, when I brought up my thesis research, actors, designers and 

young people said to me, “I don’t even see your disability when you are on stage. I forget 

all about it.”  

 Of course, though my disability might not be apparent every day of my life, my 

disability will never be completely imperceptible. Does my disability automatically 

represent difference and struggle, thereby making an onstage struggle more poignant or 

complex? Or should I challenge directors and casting directors to “turn the tables” on the 

existing assumptions of isolation and struggle, allowing my disability represents strength 

and independence on stage? Do I even want to be a metaphor? Understanding and 

combating potential assumptions about my disability can often feel like a full time job. 

Playwright and performer Kevin Kling takes on that “job” with pride:  

When people see me, they make immediate assumptions. That can be a benefit… 
All young people feel different in some way. When I walk into a room, young 
people know I am different and we can start there right away; we have an 
automatic connection and understanding of each other. 

 QUESTIONS/CONSIDERATIONS FOR PERFORMERS (AND DIRECTORS): 
• Do you intentionally connect the experiences of character to your disability? If yes, how 
so? How many of these connections do you share with fellow actors and directors?  
• How do you communicate your accessibility needs and your inclusion philosophy to 
directors?  
• What might the combination of your character and your disability signify to a young 
audience?  
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Chapter Four: Casting Disability Through the Eyes of Audiences  

Armed with a turquoise backpack, sparkly jeans, and a denim jacket, I briskly 

walk down a ramp and enter into a pool of light in front of 250 ten-year-olds. I am 

playing Melinda Birch in the University of Texas at Austin’s 2009 production of There’s 

a Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom. As I start the scene and converse with other characters on 

stage, I overhear whispers from the audience. “She walks funny,” or “Did you see how 

she ran?” The whispers decrease as the play goes on, and almost drop off completely 

after my character punches two of her male classmates, Jeff and Bradley. The plays ends, 

and the whispered questions in the audience go largely unanswered.  

 About a week after that performance, I interacted with a select group of fourth 

and fifth grade audience members who saw There’s a Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom. I asked 

them questions about the themes of the play and gathered their responses to my character. 

I asked them about the ways in which I moved on stage, about my disability. After they 

responded with candor and curiosity, we also discussed what might happen if other 

characters in the play, besides Melinda, were played by an actor with disability. 

Many professional theatres for young audiences offer opportunities for dialogue 

between audience and performers in the form of pre-show workshops and post-show 

discussions. When professional TYA companies cast actors with disabilities, the 

performers and the audience members can take advantage of pre- and post-show 

interactions to co-navigate their interactions, observations, curiosities, and questions 
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about disability. Such interactions offer opportunities for teachable moments regarding 

disability and performance. 

Like many TYA companies across the country, Omaha Theatre Company and 

Imagination Stage hold audience talkbacks regularly. Their performers answer questions 

from young people and adults in the audience after each performance. During the 2009 

production There’s a Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom, the artistic team at the University of 

Texas at Austin went beyond a simple question and answer sessions, creating multiple 

interactions with audience members that occurred before, during, and after the play.   

POST SHOW DISCUSSIONS: OMAHA THEATRE COMPANY,  IMAGINATION STAGE 

Talkbacks or post-show discussions are common practice in TYA and provide 

audiences members a chance to ask about or respond to the performers. At OTC, post-

show interactions with young audience members follow a long and honored tradition. 

After each performance, half of the performers report immediately to the theatre’s large 

lobby to autograph programs for interested audience members. The other performers 

remain on stage to answer questions from the audience members who have elected to stay 

in their seats.  

When Fran Sillau played Young Steve in OTC’s fall 2009 production of The 

Velveteen Rabbit, he was aware of the exact moment within the play when the audience 

realized he moved in a different way. Young Steve spends the first few minutes of a play 

in his bed, and when Sillau reached for his crutches for the first time, he could feel a 

tangible shift in energy. “There’s that moment [where children whisper] ‘Is he really 
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sick?’ ‘What’s wrong?’” On the days when Sillau remained on stage to answer audience 

questions after the show, the murmurs he heard early during the performance were often 

articulated in the form of questions from young people: “Do you really need those 

crutches?” or “What’s wrong?”  Sillau answered such questions by explaining that his 

crutches are helpful aides that allow him to move both on stage and off. He also assured 

young audience members that his cerebral palsy did not cause him pain. 

Young people are not the only ones who have a noticeable response to Sillau’s 

disability. When he was in The Berenstein Bears, a play based on a popular children’s 

series that follows the adventures of a family of bears, he wore a big suit, yellow make-

up, and his crutches were covered in big red bows. One day after the show, Sillau was 

signing autographs in the lobby when a woman approached him. She was very disturbed. 

She said, “I am so disappointed. I’m offended that you would play a Berenstein Bear as if 

it was handicapped. You’re making fun of handicapped people.”  Sillau took her aside 

and explained that he actually did have a disability. Sillau suspects that she had the best 

of intentions, but her comments revealed that it never occurred to her that a person with a 

disability could be a professional actor in a play. 

Through his interactions with both young and adult audience members, Sillau 

feels he has found his life’s work. Hundreds if not thousands of young people see every 

play for young audiences that OTC presents, and Sillau is proud to be an example of a 

professional actor with a disability. He goes out of his way to interact with audience 

members of all abilities in order to provide a positive experience with disability and art. 
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 Imagination Stage also concludes each performance with an opportunity for 

young people to ask questions to the actors on stage.  Performer Rob McQuay, who uses 

a wheelchair, and actor Suzanne Richard, who is a little person and uses crutches, often 

field questions of curiosity and concern. Young people ask McQuay, “How did you get 

hurt? Do you really need that chair?”  Richard often answers questions like: “Why are 

you so short?” Like Sillau, McQuay and Richard offer their responses honestly and 

directly. They try to allay young people’s concerns, and explain that their wheelchairs 

and crutches help them on and off stage.  

Imagination Stage’s Artistic Associate Kate Bryer seeks feedback from young 

people before a production is finalized, in order to navigate potential logic jumps that an 

inclusive casting choice might create. While Bryer feels that young audiences at 

Imagination Stage are accustomed to seeing actors with disabilities playing several roles, 

she notes that young people can be very literal when watching a story. In Bryer’s 

experience, interweaving actors and characters with disabilities can sometimes be 

confusing for young people, and she strives to clarify her work whenever possible. In 

2008, Imagination Stage produced Looking for Roberto Clemente, a play in which a 

novice baseball team vies for the team title. The script called for the character of Tommy 

to have a “difference,” but did not specify the disability. For the first reading of the script, 

Bryer cast a nondisabled actor as Tommy, and asked the actor to play the role as if the 

character had autism.  

During a pre-production public reading of the script, several young observers 

expressed confusion: Tommy’s difference was not apparent from the stage. Bryer 
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realized that the audience needed a concrete marker of Tommy’s  “difference” referenced 

by other characters several times throughout the play. Nevertheless, Bryer was intrigued 

by the idea of making Tommy’s disability “invisible,” and continued searching for a 

nondisabled actor who could ‘play’ a mental disability. After a long search, Artistic 

Director Janet Stanford insisted that an actor with an apparent disability play Tommy. For 

the final production, Bryer cast JP Illarramendi, an actor with Down Syndrome, in the 

role. In hindsight, Bryer realized that her interest in casting a nondisabled actor to play a 

role scripted as ‘different’ had the potential to be distracting to a young audience, and 

take the audience out of the reality of the story. “I was wrong,” Bryer admits. “I am glad 

everyone insisted that I [cast Illarramendi].” 

While it is, of course, paramount to tell a story clearly, Bryer also encourages 

other directors to be open to experimentation. “Things that you think might be problems 

[for the audience] might not be as big as you think.” In 2005, when Bryer directed actor 

Rob McQuay as Horton the Elephant in Seussical the Musical, she carefully prepared the 

entire company for audience questions about why actor Rob McQuay used a wheelchair. 

When McQuay plays human characters in TYA,  questions about his chair are routine. 

Yet Seussical the Musical ran for several months, eighty-five performances in total, and 

young audiences never once asked McQuay about his chair.  

It is impossible to know why questions about McQuay’s disability never surfaced 

publicly. Bryer suspects that the alternate world of Seussical supplied a unique setting in 

which McQuay’s physicality was completely logical. Adults often come to the theatre 

with expectations of realism, and with specific ‘rules’ about how a world of a play might 
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operate. Because young people come to the theatre more free of these expectations than 

their adult counterparts, they may accept multiple, non-literal worlds and a wider range of 

characters within those worlds more easily.  

AUDIENCE RESPONSE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN 

 In the fall of 2009, I asked to be part of the cast and the dramaturgical team of a 

production of Louis Sachar’s There’s a Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom. Sachar based the 

play on his own children’s novel published in 1987 and the play follows the character of 

Bradley Chalkers, a fifth grader who bullies others. Jeff Fishkin, a new kid in school, and 

Carla Davis, the school’s new counselor, try to befriend Bradley with varying degrees of 

success. Bradley’s life changes when he meets Carla, who takes the time to listen to him. 

I requested to play the role of Melinda Birch, a tomboy who, during the course of the 

play, stands up for herself by punching both Bradley and Jeff. 

 As an actor with a disability that is apparent some days and unapparent other 

days, the opportunity to play Melinda fascinated me. While Bradley interacts with his 

classmates using verbal harassment, Melinda reacts to issues of social status and 

hierarchy through her physical actions. If Melinda was played by an actor with a physical 

disability like me, then the production had the potential to counter a common stereotype 

of people with disabilities: that they are weak and defenseless. On the other hand, this 

casting choice also had the capacity to engender a new stereotype of disability: one that 

equates disability with physical aggression. To me, the possibility of changing/disrupting 
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a prominent view of disability was exciting, while the possibility of connecting disability 

with a negative character trait was equally terrifying.  

I approached the production’s director, my friend and colleague Brian Fahey, and 

asked about conducting my thesis research while playing Melinda. He admitted he had 

never really considered how casting me would make a “statement” about disability. In 

fact, Fahey was unsure if my disability, usually manifested by a slight limp, would even 

register to the audience. After two years of knowing me, he was accustomed to my 

uneven gait and didn’t think about it often.  

Nevertheless, Fahey agreed to cast me as Melinda, and I also joined the 

dramaturgy team for the production. Our goal as a team was to use pre- and post-show 

experiences to explore the themes of the bullying with audience members of all ages. 

Throughout the rehearsal process, I met with Fahey, co-actor Pierce Purselley, and 

dramaturgs Anne McNamee and Niki Valdez. In pre-production workshops that occurred 

at Davis Elementary School, Fahey and I interacted with fourth and fifth grade students, 

all of whom later attended a performance of the play. The workshops catalyzed student 

dialogue around the issue of school bullying. As a researcher, I continually sought out 

opportunities to blend my inquiry around representing disability with the dramaturgical 

exploration of bullying. 

When Fahey and I arrived at Davis Elementary School I was not introduced as a 

cast member playing Melinda, but as Talleri, a graduate student from the University of 

Texas at Austin. In these first few minutes, I heard some whispers among the students 

regarding my gait. These whispers typically arise when I spend time in school settings as 
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a teacher and teaching artist. Though students rarely ask me directly, I often overhear 

comments like, “Why does she walk that way?” whispered from one student to another.  

After basic introductions, the pre-production workshops began. Fahey invited 

students to begin moving about the space. I moved alongside the students.  “As you move 

about the space I want you to select someone in the room without revealing to me or 

anyone else who that person is,” Fahey told us. “Your first task is to move as far away 

from that person as you can.” Next he asked the students to freeze before moving again. 

“Some characters in the play want to be as far away from their classmates as possible. 

Now we are going to get into the world of the play, and think about why the characters 

might want to stay away from each other.”  

I physically demonstrated this movement activity with the students. Fahey used 

my body as a model for how students can describe, analyze, and relate how they see the 

shapes bodies make in space. He asked the students: “What do you see Talleri’s body 

doing?” “What is she doing with her arms?” “Where is her focus?” “What are some 

words that might describe what she is feeling?” “If the character Talleri is playing could 

speak right now, what would she say?” Throughout this activity, my inner researcher 

hoped that one of the students might be bold enough or curious enough to mention my 

disability. But not one of the students publicly described my body as different or 

abnormal.  

 Next Fahey and I introduced the story of There’s a Boy in the Girls’ Bathroom. 

After discussing the main character of Bradley we focused our attention on the character 

of Melinda. I led the students through an activity entitled “Role-On-The-Wall” for the 
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Melinda, designed to distinguish the external or outside forces effecting Melinda from 

her characters’ internal feelings (Needlands 22). The words describing these factors were 

written on a large drawing of Melinda. Her emotions, such as “nervous,” “guilty,” and 

“proud,” were written inside the outline of her body. The outside forces that contributed 

to her internal feelings, such as “standing up for herself and her friends,” or “the moment 

she punched Bradley and Jeff” were written on the outside. This exercise allowed us to 

analyze the character of Melinda, her actions and the consequences she might face 

because of them. 

After the “Role-On-The-Wall” activity, we offered the students the opportunity to 

“hot seat” the character of Melinda. Hot seating is a common drama technique that puts a 

character on the spot and asks him/her to answer questions posed to them in role (Wagner 

17) . Fahey and I created a moment of crisis for the character of Melinda. “Let’s imagine 

that Melinda is sitting outside of the principal’s office because she gave both Jeff and 

Bradley black eyes,” Fahey explained. “Before the principle comes in, Melinda needs 

your advice. You have a chance to ask her a few questions. Then she has a few questions 

she’d like to ask you.”  

Up until that point, the students only knew me as Talleri; they did not know that I 

was an actor in the production. As Talleri, I scribed questions the students wanted to ask 

Melinda: “Why did you do it?” “What did they do to you?” “Was [punching Bradley and 

Jeff] really necessary?” “Did you tell your parents yet?” “Why was punching them your 

first instinct?” “Did it make you feel good?” “How do your friends feel?” “Do you regret 

what you did now that principal has found out?” “Would you do it again?”   
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Taking a moment to pause, I set down the marker I was using and crossed the 

room to pick up a red sweatshirt. I slowly put it on. Fahey explained: “It just so happens 

that one of the ways Talleri is working on this play is as an actor. When you come see the 

performance next week, she will be playing the role of Melinda.” Now wearing the red 

sweatshirt, I crossed the room again and sat down in character. Brian led the class in 

asking me, as Melinda, the questions they had prepared. Again, I waited to see if one of 

the students might be curious enough to ask a question that he/she had not prepared. 

Since no one had asked me as Talleri why I moved differently, I secretly hoped a student 

would ask Melinda about the way that she walks. But that question never came. The 

students were acutely invested in Melinda’s action in the play, and very curious about her 

decision-making process when she punched her classmates. 

 As a whole, the classes who participated in the pre-show workshops focused on 

the issue of bullying, as Fahey and I intended when crafting the lesson. If students were 

curious about or interested in my disability, they did not share their thoughts publicly. 

(For a full lesson plan of our Pre-Show Workshops, please see Appendix A.) 

  In addition to pre-show interactions with students at Davis Elementary School, I 

also worked with students at Ortega Elementary School in east Austin. Each actor in the 

company was paired with two students in a pen pal exchange. Over a six-week period, I 

exchanged personal letters back and forth with two fourth grade students, asking them 

about their lives as fourth graders. I introduced myself to my pen pals, and told them I 

played Melinda in the production. But I purposefully did not tell either of them that I 
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have a disability. I wanted to build a relationship with my pen pals that did not include 

ideas, perceptions, or assumptions of disability. 

The post-show discussion immediately following each performance of There’s a 

Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom proved to be engaging for both adult and young audience 

members. Co-dramaturg and performer Pierce Purselley facilitated a brief interactive 

activity with the audience. He worked with the audience to create a “bully-o-meter” that 

placed the characters in the play on a spectrum of bullying. Characters whose actions the 

audience deemed most bully-like were placed on one side of the stage, with the opposite 

end of the stage reserved for characters that displayed the least bully-like behavior. The 

conversations were most varied around where the characters of Bradley, Jeff, and 

Melinda should be placed on the spectrum. Audience members began to discuss the 

reasons why and why not each character should be placed in a particular spot. The actors 

were given the opportunity to respond to their placement in character, and the audience 

could ask them questions. 

 Again, as a researcher, I was hoping that when the audience physically placed me 

in a “bully-o-meter,” they would also consider my disability as a possible factor of 

Melinda’s status as a bully. I hoped students might ask, “Do Bradley and Jeff make fun of 

the way that you move?” or “Are you so mean to Bradley and Jeff because you walk 

differently?” However, neither young people nor adults acknowledged my disability in 

the post-show activity.  

When the production ended, I felt that my research attempts to discuss disability 

with audience members had failed. I spent weeks crafting and implementing engaging 
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interactions with young audience members for the production—in person and from afar, 

in character, and as myself. Yet not one young person asked me directly about my 

disability. As I wondered what unspoken assumptions people made about me, I realized 

that I had assumed that young people, by virtue of being young, would be more candid 

and openly curious about disability than adults. Are young people really more 

straightforward when it comes to discussing disability? Were the fourth and fifth grade 

students I encountered already indoctrinated into what actor and director Suzanne 

Richard calls “polite discrimination?” Did the ten and eleven-year-olds that saw There’s 

a Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom think it was inappropriate or rude to talk about my 

disability? Or did it just not occur to them to bring it up? Were they genuinely curious 

about it? Or did they simply not notice my slight limp, like several of my adult 

collaborators had claimed throughout rehearsals and performances? 

I realized that if I wanted to have a candid dialogue with young people about 

disability, then I had to stop making generalizations about the audiences and start a 

candid dialogue about disability. Instead of attempting to broach the topic through other 

subject matter like bullying or school culture, I decided to revisit young audience 

members and use the story of There’s a Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom and my character of 

Melinda as a springboard to directly address disability. 

In the week following the production, I saw two groups of young audience 

members. I met the cast’s pen pals at Ortega Elementary who had seen me on stage but 

not interacted with me in person. I also returned to Davis Elementary, where Fahey and I 

had facilitated pre-show workshops. My objective was to explicitly explore the external 
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aspects of my character, Melinda. I began a conversation about her/my disability, her 

actions in the play, and her possible internal thoughts and feelings. I came with the 

following questions for my young collaborators: What information (visual, aural, actions) 

about Melinda/Talleri did you get from seeing There’s a Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom?  

Did you connect that information to the story of the play? If yes, how?  If no, do you 

have questions for me as an actor with a disability? How can you navigate your curiosity 

of people with disabilities? 

Paralleling the “Role-On-The-Wall” activity I led during the pre-show workshop 

at Davis Elementary, I drew an outline of Melinda on a large sheet of paper. I asked 

students if they noticed anything about the character Melinda and the way that she 

moved. Of approximately five classrooms, about half of the students answered that 

Melinda moved differently than the other characters. If students in a particular class 

didn’t mention Melinda’s movement, I offered that I noticed how Melinda’s legs moved 

differently than other characters and that her walk was unique.  

“That is one characteristic that I share with my character Melinda,” I explained. “I 

move differently than most people. It doesn’t hurt me. In fact, most days I don’t even 

think about my walk, but on other days I can trip and sometimes I fall down.” After 

offering my disability as one of Melinda’s physical characteristics, I added “her walk,” or 

sometimes, in the students’ words, “her limp,” to the outside of Melinda’s Role-On-The-

Wall figure. Once students brainstormed Melinda’s external features (including her 

disability, her hair, her costume pieces, her make-up for the stage), we attempted to 

connect her external characteristics to potential internal feelings.  
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Students offered both positive and negative internal emotions to connect with 

Melinda’s disability. For example, some students offered that the way Melinda walks 

makes her sad and shy, but other said it makes her proud. Others thought her walk might 

be a swagger, since she is confident and punches boys. Others still thought maybe she is 

mean to Bradley and Jeff because she is covering up her own hurt, and perhaps her 

punching is revenge because people make fun of her and she feels left out. 

 Next, I asked the students to imagine what the play would look like if one of the 

other characters— Bradley, Jeff, or Carla, for example— had a disability, and used a 

wheelchair instead of walking. I felt that a wheelchair was a concrete example of physical 

disability that young people would recognize and understand. I asked the students: 

“Would the character look differently or move differently? Would any of their action in 

the story have to change? Why? Would the character treat any other characters 

differently, or be treated differently?” 

The student responses varied greatly, and changed over the time that I was with 

them. At first, the student’s imaginations were often informed by what the characters 

would not be able to do physically. As they thought about Jeff, Bradley, and Carla in 

separate small groups, students invented new ways to tell the story of that character using 

his/her wheelchair, and almost all students asked questions they would want to ask the 

character about the story, his/her disability, or his/her actions with the play. For example, 

if Bradley used a wheelchair, several students said that he would not be able to bully 

people, that he would not be mean or inconsiderate. Others said he might bully his 

classmates by running them over with his wheelchair, or he would hit them in the 
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stomach. Still other students asked, “How can you bully someone in a wheelchair?” and 

“How would he get up on his bed?” Some groups of students answered each other’s 

questions: “He could roll on people’s feet,” as well as “If I were the director, I would 

make a ramp or elevator for him to get in his bed.”   

 The young people made similar assumptions about the character of Jeff, the new 

kid in school who takes time to make new friends. If Jeff used a wheelchair, “people 

might feel sorry for him,” one student supposed. “People would make fun of him even 

more,”  another student offered. They also embraced paradox and uncertainty regarding 

Jeff’s fictional disability:  

“He would have to try harder playing sports, or people would let him play 

basketball right away.”    

“ [He] can’t run or walk, but can still shoot hoops.”  

“He is unique, but maybe feels good because he can still fit in.”   

 When imagining the school counselor Carla using a wheelchair, students 

continued to simultaneously embrace the story’s consistencies as well as brainstorm how 

the story might change if her character had a disability:  

“Parents would not let kids see her because she was different, but she would give 

the same advice to students.” 

  “She might be extra sensitive to things breaking if she broke her legs.”  

“She might understand the kids better because she feels different.”  

“The principal would be nicer to her, people might not take her seriously.” 

“She would still act the same!”  
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When students brought up the a character’s disability in medical terms, or even 

when they acknowledged a social, yet negative limitation brought on by disability, I 

gently reminded them that if Bradley, Jeff, or Carla used a wheelchair, the main story of 

the play would not change, nor would the major actions of the characters. At the 

beginning of the play, Bradley would still be the class bully, Jeff would still be the new 

kid, and Carla would still be the school counselor. Still, some students wanted to change 

the narrative of the play to explain or justify why a character used a wheelchair. For 

example, one group expressed concern that if Bradley used a wheelchair, he wouldn’t be 

able to beat any of the other characters up. I responded by saying, “Who did Bradley 

physically bully in the show?” By the end of the activity, the students realized that the 

character of Bradley, with or without a wheelchair, never physically assaulted anyone, his 

bullying was all verbal assaults. I pressed further. “If Bradley was in a wheelchair, would 

Melinda still hit him?” The students responded by saying, “Maybe not. Maybe she would 

just feel sorry for him.” Other students said that Bradley might not get into as much 

trouble in class because his teacher and classmates would feel sorry for him.  

Thus, with a little side coaching from me, young audience members were able to 

brainstorm positive and negative, individual and social, character attributes that might be 

associated with disability. They acted as story consultants and articulated their 

perceptions of inclusive casting, the space between a complex character, and an actor 

who has a disability. While I brought some knowledge and expertise about disabilities, 

the students I interviewed instinctively knew about the world of play, and what it must be 

like for the characters as fifth graders.  
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 I ended my time with the students by offering them some vocabulary to talk about 

disability. After establishing that disability is merely a difference from what most people 

experience, I shared that when I see someone who is different from me, I can be scared or 

shy to ask him or her about a noticeable difference. I offered that it is OK to notice a 

difference and to be curious about it. If they encounter someone with a disability and 

wanted to ask a question, I suggested they frame their question by saying, “I notice 

________, and I am curious about _________.” Before I left, I asked the students if they 

had any more thoughts to share about the play, me, my character, my disability, or other 

characters from the play. I left only after making sure their curiosities were voiced and 

their questions answered. (For a full lesson plan of my post show discussion addressing 

disability, see Appendix C.)  

CONCLUSION 

Professional TYA practices offer several dynamic opportunities for interactions 

between performers and audiences, often allowing hushed inquiries about disability to 

become public. Talkbacks at the OTC and post-show discussions at Imagination Stage 

often involve performers with disabilities. These interactions offer a space for audience 

members of all ages to begin a dialogue about their understanding of disability with 

performers.  

Furthermore, my experiences as part of the dramaturgy team of the University of 

Texas at Austin’s fall 2009 production of There’s a Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom proved 

that discussions of disability can dovetail with other relevant issues to young people, such 
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as bullying. But before I could change or challenge young people’s assumptions about 

disability, I had to confront my own assumptions about young people’s silence, and listen 

to their candid perceptions of disability. Once I understood their assumptions and 

curiosities about disability, I addressed young people as with equal candor. I used my 

own story to catalyze their ideas for inclusive casting and broaden their existing 

understanding of disability on stage. 

QUESTIONS/CONSIDERATIONS FOR YOUNG AUDIENCES: 
• What might inclusive casting signify to a young audience? Do young audience members 
understand disability as an actor trait or a character trait? Or both? 
•  Do you want to directly address the topic of disability with young people? If yes, what 
interactive strategies might you use? 
• How can young people act as production advisors to inform adult artists about how and 
why young people construct disability? 
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 Chapter Five: Conclusion 

I embarked upon this thesis with a mission: to share personal and professional 

experiences of inclusive casting in Theatre for Young Audiences. I believed, and still 

believe, that inclusive casting has tremendous potential to impact the minds and hearts of 

both young people and adults and can offer a unique avenue to understand disability 

today. Throughout my theoretical and practical research in the last year, I searched for 

data that supported my mission and bore witness to the importance of inclusive casting. I 

found several theatres and productions that were in line with my goals and intentions, and 

cheered when I was generously given the opportunity to document their practices.  

As I organized my notes and outlined the first drafts of my chapters, I uncovered 

shadows of self-doubt that seemed to sabotage my crusade. Even with my own liberal 

editing, neither my theoretical discoveries nor my interactions with directors, performers, 

and audiences outlined a clear or universal argument for inclusion. With almost every 

example of an exciting casting choice, there were concerns of misrepresentation—

whether those concerns belonged to scholars, directors, performers, audience members, 

or to myself as the researcher. I discovered that while the practice of inclusive casting 

might deepen or enrich a piece of theatre, it almost always involves great risk. No matter 

how hard I tried to focus on inclusive casting’s positive effects, the practice seemed to 

parallel the paradoxical nature of disability: striving to be considered “normal” while at 

the same time capitalizing on its own identity as “abnormal.” 
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I had no idea how to clearly document the seemingly contradictory nature of the 

inclusive casting practices I studied. I feared that my efforts to encourage more theatres 

to embrace inclusive casting would be at best lost or at worst subverted, refuted, and 

misinterpreted. Earlier this spring, as my final deadlines approached, the true foundation 

of my thesis revealed itself to me through a phone interview with nationally known 

playwright and performer, Kevin Kling.  When I asked him why more theatres didn’t 

explore inclusive casting, he said: 

One of the jobs we have as artists is to live in a world of ambiguity.  Artists need 
to strive for this, but we fall into the same traps as society, we have these ideas of 
what is pretty and what is perfect and what should be on stage, instead of what 
could be on stage… When you do take the chance and you put someone on stage 
who might be a risk, the rewards are so much greater.     
 

With that, I realized that the handful of theatres, directors, and artists who employ 

inclusive casting in TYA today, and the even smaller number of generous people I 

interviewed for this study, are not necessarily shining examples of what to do, though 

many of their practices are commendable. Rather, they are individuals who courageously 

navigate the paradoxical and circuitous terrain of inclusive casting today. 

Directors and performers at OTC and Imagination Stage agree that working with 

performers with disabilities is a personal and professional learning experience. Though 

working with actors with disabilities may raise practical and philosophical challenges, 

inclusive casting pushes artistic teams to continually articulate their own values and re-

define creativity. They look at every step of the production process from design to tech to 

performance through new eyes. In the best circumstances, they work alongside artists 

with disabilities as esteemed colleagues. Since most directors of professional TYA are 
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nondisabled, in the best circumstances, they rely on their colleagues with disabilities to 

respectfully and realistically represent disability in production. 

In my interviews with professional performers with disabilities, I found three 

different, though not always distinct, ways to categorize the relationships between 

performers, their characters, and their disabilities. Actors Fran Sillau and JP Illarramendi 

applaud young audiences for simply accepting their disabilities as part of the their 

portrayals of the characters they embody without making disability a symbol for 

something else. While actor Rob McQuay embraces the existing assumptions his 

audiences might have about disability, Suzanne Richard strives to change how audiences 

perceive her disability through her depiction of nondisabled characters.  

When I worked as part of the dramaturgy team for the University of Texas at 

Austin’s fall 2009 production of There’s a Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom, I discovered that 

discussions of disability can partner with other relevant issues, such as bullying. At the 

same time, I learned that an extremely effective way to explore disability with young 

people is to bring the topic up directly. After trying to broach disability through the lens 

of bullying several times, I intentionally began a discussion of disability with young 

audience members. I identified myself as an actor with a disability, and shared my own 

relationship between my character and my disability. 

Inclusive casting practices call for a nuanced understanding of traditional 

misrepresentations of disability as well as the symbols utilized in current disability 

culture. Often, well-meaning directors intentionally or unintentionally over rely on 

disability as a simplistic metaphor for struggle, loss, or difference. In the case of TYA, 
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directors often embrace the idea that characters with disabilities are automatically heroic, 

and many TYA plays tell “overcoming” narratives in which young characters prevail in 

spite of their disability. In the best circumstances, inclusive casting will counter these 

traditional representations of disability by supporting a more contemporary view of 

disability as a social construction, an external force separate from the individual with the 

disability. Furthermore, many inclusive casting practices might not address any 

understanding of disability—the nature of inclusive casting dictates the disability doesn’t 

have to signify any kind of meaning, it has the potential to be accepted by an audience as 

a coincidental character trait. 

In my experience, many professional artists who produce Theatres for Young 

Audiences recognize that they have both great power and great responsibility within 

inclusive casting practices. Inclusive casting in TYA can provide many young people 

with a dynamic first encounter with disability. TYA practitioners have the opportunity be 

aware of the images of disability they put forth, since the majority young audiences are 

forming their assumptions of disability rather than combating existing ones. Therefore, 

my considerations for responsible inclusive casting practices in TYA are as follows:  

1) While inclusive casting relies on the experiences of performers with 

disabilities, it also, by definition, depends on the points of view of 

nondisabled collaborators. 

 While post-Disability Rights Movement theatre encourages people with 

disabilities to form insular ensembles that authenticate the voices of disabled 

artists, inclusive casting situates itself between the renderings of a nondisabled 
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character and an actor’s lived experience of disability. In order for inclusive 

casting practices to proliferate, I believe artists with and without disabilities must 

work together to navigate inclusive casting. 

 As a person with a disability, I often feel burdened to be the “expert” on 

all things disability. Especially when I work alongside my nondisabled 

colleagues, I need permission to fail, to make my own incorrect assumptions 

about disability. When Suzanne Richard wanted to play an evil queen at 

Imagination Stage, Janet Stanford candidly shared her concern that young 

audiences would connect the character’s less desirable traits to Richard’s 

disability. It wasn’t until months later, when Richard understudied for a villain 

and was told by a young audience member to “Go away, Shortie!” that she 

realized Stanford’s reservations were justified. Disabled or nondisabled, director 

or actor, employee or boss—conversations about inclusive casting are meant to 

happen communally, across a wide range of experiences and abilities. 

2) Acknowledge disability identity as paradoxical in nature.  

Disability is, in many ways, a contradiction. The Disability Rights 

Movement actively strives to stretch conventional ideas of “normal” so that the 

experiences of people with disabilities can be included as part of modern society. 

People who identify as disabled simultaneously embrace disability identity as 

something distinct and different, and at the same time, strive for their experiences 

to be accepted part of society expectations, to be considered “normal.” 
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In my own experience with disability, I wish for people to notice my 

disability, but I do not want them to focus or dwell upon it. Whenever I bring up 

my disability, I want people in the same breath to say, “That’s interesting,” and 

“that doesn’t matter.” Furthermore, my relationship with disability changes from 

day to day. Even throughout this thesis process, the ways in which I have chosen 

to ignore or embrace, investigate or refute my disability changed on a daily basis. 

Nondisabled collaborators should be aware of these oxymoronic moments, and 

offer performers with disabilities space to individually define and redefine their 

own experience of disability. 

3) While the parameters/limitations that accompany inclusive casting can be 

logistically challenging, they often catalyze innovation and creativity.  

Accommodations for performers with disabilities, like wheelchair ramps 

or hand railings, are often necessary and may require additional resources like 

time, labor, and money. However, these same accommodations can also change 

the aesthetic components of a theatrical event and provide opportunities to think 

about the sensory experiences of a story in new and different ways. 

When actor Rob McQuay was cast as Horton the Elephant in Imagination 

Stage’s Seussical the Musical, the artistic team embraced the necessity of making 

a wheelchair accessible set and filled the performance space with ramps. 

Furthermore, the production team reinvented the choreography of the play to 

account for McQuay’s method of movement.  According to director Kate Bryer, 

McQuay’s accessibility needs resulted in a whole new level of creativity among 
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the production team and the decision to cast McQuay made better, more 

innovative art than what would have been present if traditional casting choice had 

been employed. 

4) While some inclusive casting choices have the potential to confuse 

audiences, many young people have the capacity to simply accept a disability 

as part of the world of a play.  

A performer with an apparent disability performing a traditionally 

nondisabled character creates an additional layer of sensory information for an 

audience that can obfuscate a story rather than clarify it. At the same time, young 

audiences often demonstrate an extraordinary ability to accept inclusive casting as 

the given circumstances of a story. Production team members can to young 

audiences about inclusive casting choices to be sure their casting choice is logical, 

intentional, and helps tell the story, rather than hinders it. 

During the Imagination Stage’s 2005 production of Perfectly Persephone, 

the production team was impressed by young people’s ability to comprehend the 

complex themes of the play, manifested through inclusive casting. Young 

audiences understood that perfection did not equate to actor Suzanne Richard 

looking perfect, as Persephone. On the other hand, some adult audience members 

saw Richard’s disability as an imperfection, and were confused by the casting 

choice. Yet by the end of the play, several adult playgoers admitted to changing 

their pre-determined concepts of perfection. 
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5) While directors should be in tune with the individual needs of performers, 

they should not assume that disability is an “issue” that needs discussion.  

Every actor with a disability crafts her own highly personal relationship 

among herself, her character, and her disability. That relationship can range from 

completely deemphasizing, perhaps even ignoring, a disability, to completely 

embracing all of the differences a disability signifies on stage. 

Directors should not assume that an actor is interested in focusing on her 

disability as part of her performance, nor should directors assume that a performer 

would prefer to disregard her disability completely. Instead, they should allow 

actors to take the lead if/when they choose to discuss disability. Actors with 

disabilities bring many skills to the production process, only one of which is their 

experience as a person with a disability. Many performers may feel strongly that 

they would like to focus on the performance skills they possess that are unrelated 

to their disability.  

 This investigation profiled adult, professional performers who self-

identified as having a disability. If directors are interested in working with 

younger performers with disabilities, they should be aware that many young 

people with disabilities are still forming their own self-identity. In my experience 

as a young person, it was more empowering to identify as “normal” rather than 

identify as disabled. When in doubt, assume “normalcy” and competency. Make 

spaces for all performers to reflect on their characters, themselves, and their 
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bodies, and allow conversations about disability to arise organically rather than 

forcing a conversation simply because it feels like the “right thing to do.” 

6) Silence can have multiple meanings. 

 When young people don’t voice questions about inclusive casting, many 

directors and performers interpret the lack of inquiry as an acceptance of the 

disability as “normal.” On the contrary, there are several possible ways to 

understand a young audience’s silence. Young audience members may simply 

accept disability as one of many traits an individual brings to the stage as a 

performer. At the same time, audiences might automatically attribute an actor’s 

disability to his/her character. Furthermore, young people might connect a 

character’s disability to the existing narrative of a play. Or audience members 

might not consciously perceive disability at all.  

If production teams are interested in how audiences perceive disability, 

there are multiple opportunities to ask young audience members directly about 

their perceptions. Pre-show workshops and post-show talkbacks, both regular 

practices within professional TYA, provide spaces for young audience members 

to discuss the playmaking process. That same space for dialogue can also provide 

artistic teams invaluable feedback about the perception of disability, while it 

allows young people an opportunity to voice their own curiosities about disability.  

7) Evaluate inclusive casting choices constantly and thoughtfully, though it 

may feel like a circular process.  
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The socially responsible directors I interviewed were often aware of the 

traditional misrepresentations of disability, and many times avoided those 

stereotypes. Directors continually questioned the meanings made from inclusive 

casting choices throughout the production process. This process, if done 

rigorously, may feel circular. In the end, many inclusive casting choices I 

documented worked in opposition to traditional representations that employ 

disability as a signifier for an individual flaw and created a new understanding of 

disability.  

During development and rehearsals for Perfectly Persephone at 

Imagination Stage, playwright Kevin Kling, director Janet Stanford, and actor 

Suzanne Richard negotiated and re-negotiated the representation of several 

characters in the play. For example, early in the process, Kling felt casting the 

performers with disabilities in the underworld was progressive and dynamic, 

while Richard saw it as an isolating depiction of disability. Though several 

conversations and multiple versions of the cast list, Richard, Kling, and Stanford 

ended up with a cast they were proud of, and a production that used disability as a 

thematic undertone.  

8) There are no “right” answers when navigating inclusive casting, only 

better questions.   

There is no “how-to” guide to inclusive casting because every decision 

depends on the circumstances. For example, the disability community currently 

insists that characters with disabilities should be played by actors with disabilities 
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whenever possible. But if inclusive casting opens the door for actors with 

disabilities to play nondisabled roles, I believe the pendulum can swing the other 

way, if that best serves the production. If actors with disabilities can thoughtfully 

and purposefully play nondisabled roles, there are circumstances in which 

nondisabled actors should thoughtfully and purposefully play disabled roles. The 

final casting of Perfectly Persephone inverted actors and characters with 

disabilities— the three performers with disabilities played nondisabled roles, and 

a nondisabled actor played Hephaestus, the Greek god known for having a 

disability. This inverted casting was chosen intentionally, not simply employed 

because the production team could not find performers with disabilities to play the 

disabled role.  

 However directors choose to represent of disenfranchised groups, I hope 

their casting decisions are not driven by logistical convenience, because it is often 

most convenient to listen to the voices of the majority. Rather, I encourage 

directors to consider how their casting choices highlight or combat the existing 

power imbalance in society. In that way, casting is a highly political act.  

 

This thesis provides an accessible theoretical framework alongside practical 

examples that will help theatre artists navigate the ever-changing issues that inclusive 

casting raises. By articulating how institutions, directors, individual performers, and 

young audiences navigate inclusive casting, I hope to empower directors to make their 

own informed and intentional casting decisions.  
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Yet I also hope this study moves beyond practical advice to forge new 

intersections between theories of disability and TYA. My interviews merely begin to 

scratch the surface of deep societal perceptions— constructions of disability, power, 

childhood, and difference, and their many intersections. Currently, there are very few 

scholars examining how theatre and disability overlap. But even before inclusive casting 

can be widely theorized, it must be widely practiced. Most theatres across the country do 

not regularly employ actors with disabilities. No matter how compelling the argument for 

inclusive casting, many directors still feel ill equipped to work with actors with 

disabilities.  

Several directors articulate the problem of access—meaning they do not know of 

actors with disabilities or they do not have access to them. The problem is not that there 

are no professional performers with disabilities across the country, the problem is that 

directors do not know how to find such actors. If well-intentioned directors are interested 

in employing inclusive casting but they can’t find anyone “good enough,” they will go 

ahead with a nondisabled ensemble. Yet not “finding” people with disabilities leads to a 

vicious circle. If young people don't see role models in performers with disabilities, they 

receive the message that individuals who have disabilities are theatrically portrayed by 

nondisabled performers, and not seek a career as a performer, thus lowering the number 

of future performers available to employ in inclusive casting. If every TYA company cast 

one actor with a disability each year, imagine the exponential impact it would have on the 

next generation of performers with disabilities. 

In order to find actors with disabilities, directors can utilize national resources like 
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the Alliance for Inclusion in the Arts, the modern successor of the Non-Traditional 

Casting Project, as well as local resources like state VSA Arts chapters. Yet in the future, 

college and university training programs can do even more for inclusive casting by re-

defining the parameters of traditional actor training. My professional career as a 

performer was nurtured by directors who cultivated my physical, mental, and emotional 

abilities to communicate with an audience, even though they knew that my abilities might 

be different from the majority of actors they’d worked with. Directors did not excused 

my physical work as an actor or ignored my physicality on stage. On the contrary, they 

embraced  my disability as a unique physical perspective, highlighting it when that 

matched the play, and ignoring it when that was most appropriate. 

One day, inclusive casting practices will help change the way this country views 

disability. Until performers with disabilities saturate American stages, disability in theatre 

will always signify difference. As inclusive casting becomes more prolific, its 

accompanying assumptions become less potent.  

Finally, I believe that Theatre for Young Audiences are already leaders in 

inclusive casting, because the work is constantly being shaped to serve the audience. 

Directors of quality in TYA hold themselves to both artistic and social standards that 

encourage young people to be activists and critical thinkers. I end this thesis with a 

further call to action for directors and casting directors in TYA: Be examples to other 

theatre artists and practitioners around the country and the world and try inclusive 

casting. Celebrate your own innovation and creativity. Do it again. Listen to you 

audience. Understand your how your experiences might relate to disability. Repeat. Have 
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a conversation you thought you’d never have. Change your mind. Offend someone. Be 

offended. Talk about it. Repeat.  

I promise, in the long run, the rewards will far outweigh the risks.
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Appendix A: There’s A Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom Pre-show 
Workshop  

By Brian Fahey and Talleri McRae, Fall 2009 
 

1. Introduction – Brian and Talleri     5-7 mins 
A) Introduce Name, from UT, Part in the Play 

a. Have you read the book? Have you finished it, or where are you? 
B) We are going to be doing some activities that relate to the BIGBR, a play you 

will be seeing very soon. 
C) A lot of the characters in the play are 5th grade students, and you are or will be 

soon 5th graders, so we are interested in your opinion 
D) IRB: Consent—Talleri and I are students, you are part of research. (DfS 

schpiell) 
 

2. Cover the Space/Group Shapes (FROM DFS HDBOOK) Talleri   5-7 mins 
a. Move the desks? If necessary? 
b. We are going to start with a silent activity.  And we are not physically 

touching anyone else. 
c. In a minute, when I stop talking I would like you to begin to move around 

the space at your own pace, If you see an empty spot, move to it. While 
staying standing, and staying moving, our goal is to cover the space with 
our bodies as best we can. 

d. How well did we cover the space? How can we adjust? 
e. When I say so make a triangle. How well did we do? How can we adjust? 
f. When I say so, staying silent make three circles. How well did we do? 

How can we adjust? 
g. When I say so, make the shape of Texas without talking. How did we do? 

How can we adjust? 
 

3. Defender  (FROM ROHD/DFS HBOOK)  Brian (Talleri plays) 15 mins 
a. As you continue to walk around the space, without identifying who this 

person is, choose someone in the room. Remember, don’t reveal to others 
who this person is, keep it to yourself.  (PAUSE) 

b. As you move about the space, your goal is to get as far away physically 
from the person you just chose. Continue to move about the space. 

i. Some characters in the play have relationships with others where 
they want to be as far away from their classmates as possible. 
Next, we are getting into the world of the play, and think about 
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WHY the characters in the play might want to stay away from each 
other. STUDENTS BRAINSTORM. 

ii. Keep trying to get away. 
1. This character revealed a secret that your character told 

them in confidence. 
2. This character cheated on a test by copying your 

character’s answers. 
3. This character stole a dollar from you. 

c. Now, ½ of the room look at what you see the bodies doing in space. 
i. Freeze and look at Talleri. What are some words that might 

describe what she is feeling? If the character Talleri is playing 
could speak right now, what would she say? 

d. Next, your goal is to move around the space, still staying away from that 
same person. Now imagine that character: 

i. This character gave you a black eye. (Show us that in your body, 
respond physically.) 

ii. ½ of the room freeze, other half look at the frozen images. What do 
you see these characters doing? 

 
4. Processing Defender-- Talleri     5 mins 

a. What did we do in this game? 
b. What do we call someone who we want to get away from? Bully? Other 

word?  
c. Bully—can be a label we decide or someone else decides for us. 
d. In the play, the character of Bradley is labeled as the school Bully, but he 

is also a character who is bullied himself. Another example of a bully is 
Melinda. 
 

5. Melinda Role-on-the-Wall—Brian (or Talleri?)   5 mins 
a. From the book, we know that Melinda fights with both Bradley and Jeff. 

How does the book describe Melinda? What does she do? 
b. What might be going on inside of Melinda? What might she be feeling? 

Why does she do what she does? 
 

6. Hotseating Melinda-- Brian      10 mins 
a. Let’s imagine that Melinda got in trouble for her actions in the play. Now 

she is sitting in the principal’s office.  
b. The principal has asked for some of Melinda’s classmates to come ask her 

questions about her behavior.  
c. BRAINSTORM QUESTIONS TO ASK 

i. Obvious bullying behavior 
ii. Not so obvious bullying behavior 
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d. OR MELINDA ASKS THE CLASS FOR ADVICE (I like this one a little 
better than the kids generating questions) 

i. I can’t just be a tattletale—Mrs. Ebbel doesn’t see everything 
ii. I can’t let the boys disrespect my friends—what other options do I 

have. 
 

7. Generative Activity       10 mins 
a. Just like Melinda, the rest of the characters and actors need your advice!  
b. Get out something to write with and something to write on. 

i. What does bullying look like in 5th grade? Easy to tell? Hard? 
ii. What do students do to stop bullying?  

iii. What do teachers do? How those approaches different? 
iv. What do teachers not know about 5th grade? 
v. What do parents not know about 5th grade?  

vi. What should adults know about 5th grade?  
vii. What can you do to stop bullying in your school? 
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Appendix B: Post-Show Discussion Outline Davis Elementary 10/12/09 

By Talleri McRae 
Focus Question(s):  
• What information (visual, aural, actions) about Melinda/Talleri did students get from 
seeing There’s a Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom?  
• How do students interpret Melinda’s movement? 
• How do the students articulate the connection between Talleri as an actor with a 
disability and Melinda the character? 
• How do the characters imagine the story if other characters besides Melinda had a 
disability? 
• What is students’ comfort/discomfort with discussing physical disability? 
 
MATERIALS: Filled out Role on the Wall for Melinda 
 

1. Completing Role on the Wall—Melinda     5 mins  
 

Last time I was here, we spent a few minutes thinking about Melinda as a 
character, and you had several good thoughts about Melinda. As the actor who 
plays Melinda, I use several tools to become her. I use my voice, my body and my 
imagination. I am curious to hear your opinions about your ideas about Melinda. 
 
[Show Melinda’s role on the wall.] 
 
Melinda on the Outside 
• Describe differences between me today and me on stage. 
• How would you describe Melinda’s movements, like the way she walks or the 
way she moves her hands/her body? 
[Remind students to start their responses with “I noticed”] 

 
Melinda on the Inside 
With the new things we added (the way she moves) how might that make her feel 
on the inside? How might that connect to some of her other actions? 

 
[Remind the students that there is not one right answer, encourage them to say 
“Maybe…” and complete the thought.] 

 
2. Did you notice? Are you curious?     5 mins   

Did you notice any differences between the character of Melinda in the book and 
the character of Melinda in the play? One difference I noticed between the book 
and in the script, the author/playwright (Louis Sachar) doesn’t mention anything 
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about the way that she moves. Did you notice that I move a little differently than 
the other actors on the stage?  I am wondering if you noticed the same thing. 
 
While lots of people are different from each other (some like sports, some like 
music) I am different in one way you can see—I walk a little differently than 
others.  When a physical difference affects how well you can do some of the 
basic things that most of us can do, like get around, or take care of 
ourselves, or communicate with other people, then sometimes it gets called 
a disability. Sometimes disabilities are invisible/on the inside! Like some 
people learn slow, some don't hear well, or don't hear at all.... we're just 
different. My disability means for me it is harder to walk and keep my balance 
some days, other days I don’t notice it much at all. I have always walked that way 
that I do, and it doesn’t hurt me. Other actors I know with visible disabilities 
some use crutches or a wheelchair to move around.  

 
Raise your hand if you know someone in your life who has a visible disability? 
Have you ever seen someone with a visible disability in a play before?  

 
3.  What if        10-12 mins  

Small groups—Role on the Wall 
 
(Mantle of the Expert) 
Since you know this story so well, and now you have seen the play, and we’ve 
talked a little bit about disability, I am wondering if you can help me imagine if 
other characters in the story moved differently.   
 
(Small Groups—Bradley, Carla, Jeff) 
In a moment, when I stop talking, we I am going to ask you to brainstorm, and 
think of how Jeff, Carla and Bradley might be different if they used a wheelchair. 
So, take a moment, and think to yourself which character you want to think about: 
Carla, Jeff or Bradley. Close eyes—vote? Split into 3 groups. 
 
1) What would you notice on the outside? 

a. How would the character look differently?  
b. Move differently?  
c. Would any of the action on stage have to change? 

2) What would you be curious about how he/she feels on the inside? 
a. How would the character feel differently? 
b. Would the character make different choices? 
c. Would the character treat any other characters differently? 

 
(Rotate—have the groups share with each other their work) 
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4.  Closing Thoughts       2-5 mins  
a. It’s not always easy to talk about difference, I know sometimes I can 

be shy about it. So thank you for sharing what is sometimes hard to 
talk about. 

b. Is there anything else you noticed? Any other things you are curious 
about? 
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